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PREFACE
MICROWAVE spectroscopy began vigorous life in the post- 1945

years, as a result of war-lime technical advances. It rapidly

proved to be a powerful instrument for both physical and
chemical research. Experimental advances have caused the

portion of the electro-magnetic spectrum embraced by the

term microwave now to be generally considered that radiation

having a wavelength from a few millimetres to a few tens of

centimetres. The relevant detailed theory necessary to discuss

microwave absorption phenomena had been established

previous to the development of the experimental apparatus.
Further necessary advances in the form of detailed application
of quantum theory have been made, e.g., in the field of

nuclear quadrupolc effects and the Zeeman effect, so that

microwave spectroscopy to-day is firmly established in both

experimental and theoretical techniques.
The following discussion was undertaken by the author to

make conveniently available the relevant information used to

obtain and interpret microwave spectroscopic data. The

emphasis has been on presenting a compact, unified treatment

of the field. The treatment presupposes some familiarity with

modern quantum mechanics and matrix methods. This back-

ground is readily accessible in the texts discussed in the

bibliography.
The process of becoming acquainted with the material in

this book may be considered several ways. It will put within

the grasp of someone interested in working in the field the

necessary fundamental tools. These tools are then conveniently
extended either through investigation of specialized original

sources or through a course of supplementary lectures.

Alternatively, the material may be considered a second course

in quantum theory whose framework consists of the many
problems which may be precisely illustrated experimentally

by microwave spectroscopic methods.
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The text begins with a calculation of the quantum energy
levels of a rotating molecule, and considers the various

perturbations which may or must be recognized to interpret

precise experimental data. The final sections deal with the

instrumentation necessary to measure the frequencies in the

microwave region which are characteristic of differences

between these energy levels. With the resolution that micro-

wave spectroscopy affords these frequencies are unique with

each molecule. Furthermore by inverting the process, the

molecular parameters which are used in the theory may be

derived from a sufficient number of energy level differences or

absorption frequencies. The study of these rotational levels

and their measurement includes the bulk of the microwave

spectroscopic material and hence they are treated to the

exclusion of the also interesting electronic hypcrfine structure

which may come within the scope of microwave experimenta-
tion. Although microwave studies of paramagnetic materials

are also justifiably termed microwave spectroscopy, they too

have been omitted.

In short the material presented here, which should cover the

bulk of present-day interest in microwave spectroscopy,
should be qualified by the phrase "of rotating molecules."

The whole field of microwave physics should be treated else-

where in a text which even as of now would be several times

the size of the present one.
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND MATERIAL

A. The General Hamiltonian

THE basic problem of determining quantum mechanically the

characteristic energies of a rotating molecule is one of expres-

sing the Hamiltonian in terms of relevant co-ordinates and
their conjugate momenta. The classical Hamiltonian for a

general polyatomic molecule may be written formally as a

sum of terms :

H HM -\- H,, |- Hv -|- H, -|- Hr + H^ -|- Hre -j- Hrn

-\- Urv -|- Hr/ h Hr< + H -f- H.stark + Hmag (I.I)

Such a description of the Hamiltonian in terms of separate

nuclear, electronic, vibrational, inversion, rotational, and
translational energy and their mutual interaction contributions

may seem inappropriate at first sight. However, the descrip-

tion, based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, is

adequate when the symbols arc properly interpreted. We
consider the construction of a molecule. The act of assembling
individual nucleons into a nucleus has associated with it an

energy H,,. The addition of electrons to create a molecule adds

a term H,.. The nuclei may vibrate in this molecule giving
rise to a term H

t,;
the inversion energy, if such a possibility

exists, is described by H,-. The molecule, as a whole, is allowed

to rotate, and the pure rotational Hamiltonian H,. is added.

Finally, the existence of translational energy is accounted for

by H,. New correction terms must be added to account for

the difference between the nuclear, electronic, vibrational, and

inversion energies as described by H ft , H,,, H r , H/, and H/ and

the actual energy in the presence of rotation. Terms expressing
the modification of Hn due to Hc and so forth, which will not
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concern us since they are constant and small perturbations,
we lump in H'. Finally, the possible presence of electric and

magnetic fields, applied at will in the laboratory, is accounted

for by Hgtark and Hmag which describe the interaction energy
of such fields with the molecular charges and currents.

The main objective of this monograph is to study concisely
the allowed quantum mechanical states, or energies, that arise

from the rotational term Hr . Successively, the modifications

necessary to accommodate the interaction terms will be

considered. The specific forms of these terms will be con-

sidered when they are studied later in detail. We consider

that the ground states of the terms Hw ,
HP , HB, and Hf have

been successively determined and proceed to the free rotation

problem.
B. Properties of Momentum

We may express Hr in the usual way in terms of the com-

ponents of the momentum on the principal inertial axes of

the molecule.

Hr
-= SaPg*l2\g ; g = x, v, z (principal axes) . (1.2)

The stationary energy states of a free molecule are thus

determined by the quantum mechanical properties of the

components of the angular momentum.
The algebra of non-commuting vectors is well known, so

we review only briefly these properties. The commutation

relations for the matrices of the components of the total

angular momentum of a system resolved along molecule-fixed

axes arc written as :

P P _ p p . _ ;A,p1
.r
r

/y y l
jf '"' l z

P,,P;
- PSP (/

-. ~
ill?,

P.P., -P^P 7 ft?, (1.3)

Identical commutation relations with the sign of / changed

apply for the components of the angular momentum along

spaced-fixed axes (X, Y, Z F). In a representation in which

p2 = p^2 ., py
2

.,. p2 ^ px
2 + pY

2 + pz
2 _ J(J + J)

1

and Pz and Pz are simultaneously diagonal (i.e. equal to
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hK. and AM respectively), the solution to these matrix equa-
tions may be shown to be :

(J, K, M PV |J,
K

I 1, M) /(J, K, M P..IJ,
K I 1, M)

! 1) K(K | 1)]*

(J, K, M P
5 |J, K, M) hK

(J, K, M|I\|J, K, M i 1) /(J, K, M|PX |J, K, M |- 1)

-^[J(J-|
1) -M(M ! l)]i

(J, K, M|PZ J,K, M)-/*M . . . .(1.4)

The matrices are hermitian (i.e., (/|P (/ |///) (///|P;/ |/)*,

where the asterisk signifies complex conjugate). Hence, for

example,

(J, K, M|P,J, K 1, M) -/[J(J i 1) -K(K--1)]1

Further, the space-fixed and molecule-lixed components of

the angular momentum are related by a transformation matrix

given by the direction cosines relating any two axes. Thus:

PF = SA'A. P, VW>F d.5fl)

where (I>
llV is the direction cosine transformation coefficient

relating the F and
ĉ

axis components of a vector. The quan-
tum mechanical matrix elements of these direction cosines

may be determined by algebraically solving the set of matrix

equations given by the commutation and normalization

relationships:

S , etc.

etc.

--- I . (f.56)
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The results may be factored into J, K, and M dependent
terms in this fashion :

(J, K, Ml^,, J', K', M')
--

(J|<t> Fi,|J')
. (J, K|<DF,,|J', K') . (J, M|<I> Fff |J', M') (1.6)

Thus the direction cosine matrix elements may be displayed in

the form given in Table 1 .

TABLE 1. Direction cosine matrix elements

Matrix Element Factor
J h 1

Value of J'

J

(J, K|<I>Fi |J', K)

(J. K(<I> 1( JJ', K 1. 1)

- 4 /(J.K|*F ,|J'.K^- 1)

(J, M|<I>X ,,|J', M)

(J, M|<I> V ,|J', M 1)

--- J i(J,M|<Dx ,,|J',M t 1)

(4(J -1- DK2J r- 1)

(2J + 3)]*}-
1

2[(J I- I)
2

;F [(J K I 1)

(J K + 2

2[u I i)
2 - M a

;

+ [(J_LM-| 1)

(J I M | 2)]2

[4J(J + 1)1

2K

[J(J I- 1)

- K(K.

2M

[J(J f I)

- M(M :

-i

J 1

[4J(4J
2 -

I)*]-
1

2(J
2

[(J T K)
(J -T K -

2(J
S - M 2

)^

.1. t(J T M)
(J -H M 1)] ^

These expressions for the components of momentum and
their transformation properties form the foundation upon
which the following discussions will depend. They are hastily

sketched, since their application rather than their derivation

is the object of this book. They should be well understood,

however, so that the succeeding work will be
intelligible.
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CHARACTERISTIC ENERGIES OF FREE ROTATION

SINCE the free rotational energy, given in Chapter I, equation
(1.2), depends only upon P,/

2
,
the squares of the matrices for

Pj,, P (/ ,
and P. must be formed. If// and /// signify the totality

ofquantum or state numbers we have by matrix multiplication :

Since only (J, K, M|J, K, M) or (J, K, M|J, K
I 1, M)

elements exist for P,, then P,/
2 can have only (J, K, M J, K, M)

elements (when // /--///) and (J, K, M|J, K
1 2, M)

elements (when / J, K J. 1, M and /// J, K |_ 2, M).
The non-vanishing matrix elements of P/ are thus found to be :

(J, K, M|P/|J, K JL 2, M) - --
(J, K, M|P,'

2
J, K : { 2, M)

1)}

{J(J i- 1)-(K 1)(K_L2)]]*

(J, K, M P/|J, K, M) - (J, K, M P/|J, K, M)

-y[J(J
| 1)-K-]

(J, K, M|P,
2
|J, K, M) - A2K2 .... (H.I)

The characteristic energy matrix, W,., may then be obtained

by writing equation (1.2), in Chapter I, page 2, in terms of

these angular momentum matrices. The energy is diagonal
in J and M, so for a given value of J and M, the rotational

energy matrix elements may be written :
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(J, KW,.J, K |2) ^{[J(J : 1) K(K i 1)]
o

[J(J ! 1) -(K 1 IXK

For reasons either immediately obvious, or soon to become

apparent, it is convenient to introduce at this point a scries of

changes in variables. To apply the foregoing results to any

particular molecule the gyrating z-axis, along which we have

chosen to represent the K. momentum, may be associated with

any of the three principal axes of inertia of the molecule. If

the principal axes are labelled a, b, and c such that In < I
ft

<' lc ,

then three right-handed associations of axes may be made:

(1) with K along the axis of least inertia, so that z-> a,

x-> />, y * c; (2) with K along the axis of intermediate

moment of inertia, so the z ->
/>, .v > c, y -> a; or (3) with

K along the axis of greatest moment of inertia so that z-> c,

x -> a, y > b. It is evident that for the present all of these

representations arc equally useful, though later discussions

will indicate the factors which, for reasons of simplicity,

indicate the particular representation to be used in the

solution of a given problem.
Now define reciprocal moments of inertia such that

//

a-
., c.p.s.,

etc.
87Tl

tt

Further define an asymmetry factor K such that

2b -a- c
K

a c

In terms of these definitions the rotational energy matrix

elements for the three equivalent right-handed representations
become :

(I) (J
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(J, K|Wr |J,
K 2)

-
1){[J(J I 1)

K(K I- 1)][J(J i 1) (K.h 1)(K L 2)]}
J
/i

(II) (J, K|W r J, K) -
a C>

J(J + I)// i

C
*K2

/;

(J,K|W r J, Kd-2)-
fl

4
---{[J(J I I)

K(K

(III) (J, K W,|J, K) -
a r

\)h

a c
i 1)[J(J -I- 1) K 2

]

(J, K|W r J, K I 2)- -(ic 1)|[J(J ! 1)
O

K(K J. 1)][J(J !
1 ) (K J, 1)(K j. 2)]j*/i (II.2)

These three forms of the characteristic rotational energy

may be further factored to good purpose into the form:

W,
" c

J(J -f I)//

where, in general, the matrix elements of the reduced energy,

E(K), are given as :

(J, K|F<*)|J, K) I
;

[J(J i 1) K 2
1 i

OK2

(J, K|E(/c)|J, K ! 2) "|[J(J ; 1)

K(K .!. 1)][J(J I 1)
- (K 1)(K 2)] J* (11.4)
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The values of the new coefficients F, G, and H are given in

terms of K and the type of axis identification by Table 2.

TABLE 2. Reduced energy factors

III

i(K -I' 1)

1

S(*0

The E(/c) matrix is infinite in extent because of the possible
infinite number of values of J. However, since it is diagonal
in J, it is immediately factored into separate J blocks, each of

a given value of J. The general form of one such factored

component would be given as:

EJfJ_8

E.J-2, J Ej-2, .7-2

....

PL-J{2,-

.TH.-J 1-1

OE. .Jia

. (II.5)

Where E K> K/- (J, K|E(ic)|J f K').

The characteristic values of EJ
(K:) are given as usual by the

roots of the secular determinant formed from the EJ
(/c)
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matrix, i.e., |E
J
(/c) $KK'^|

~
0, where (5KK> I when

K - K' and (5KK> - when K ^ K'. Since the EJ
(/c)

matrix (and hence the secular determinant) is of order

2J \ 1 , there will be 2J -|- 1 roots or characteristic values. As a

book-keeping procedure we shall label each root by a number
T such that J >r > J and such that the magnitude of r
decreases with decreasing characteristic value. In short any
general characteristic value of the reduced energy matrix will

be given as ET
J
(/c). Since the only off diagonal matrix elements

are off the diagonal by an even number (.L 2), the E(K) matrix

may be factored further into four submatrices by the Wang
symmetrizing transformation X,

X - X i ._

\/2

1 I

-
1 1

A/2

1 1

1 1

. (1 1.6)

when use is made of the relationships:

ETT- ir
~

E_TT- _irx\
9
XV XV i XV

E-K-2.-K

The transformation X~ XEX essentially switches from an

expansion in terms of function vectors
|J, K, M) to an expan-

sion in terms of vectors |J, O, M) and 2~*[|J, |K|, M)
|
J, |K|, M)], thus, with evident notation, these four sub-

matrices may be written compactly as follows.
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E VM

V/2E08 E22 Hoi

E2l E.,,

'F-23

E21

En

E -n

E13

-Gfi

E 13

33

E.
i:{

E35

E E E57

ESS

E;{5 E!

. (11.7)
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Each of these sub-matrices EKt
J

, E K_
J

, E0(
J

, and E J is

roughly the order of J/2, so that the solution of the secular

determinant is considerably less onerous than might appear
at first thought. For all the values of J less than or equal to

three and for some states with J values of four or live the

secular equation is quadratic, and hence the roots may be

explicitly determined. For higher J values the continued

fraction expansion of the roots may be fruitfully applied.
Transform first to the unsymmetrical matrix

I) L !

i
J L L

/V

A':,

L

D

1

where

1

V

. (II.8)
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Suppose the root Xm is desired. This is the value of kM

modified by the off diagonal forms. We desire Am such that:

b\ A'!
Aw 1

"in
A, nl

"

" "

'*

o

. (H.9)

(A' A,,,)

,.
wm i _

'*

A,

. (11.10)
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Divide the last row by kn A)M and subtract from the next

to the last row. This leaves the last column all zeros except
for the term k n

- - A
/rt , which is non-zero and immediately

factorable. Multiply the first row by bj(k Xm ) and sub-

tract from the second row. This leaves the first column all

zeros except for the term kQ Awl , which is non-zero and

immediately factorable. This determinant is given by (11.10).

The root is then evidently

/ A
h

"'

'/// A m t

I
f>> 1

*/// 1 '*/// / o

A,,,__*> Am

/;"" 1
. . (FIJI)

/. 1 "in 2
^

/// '

I '"//< i n

^
/// I 2 ' k

/

This expression is rapidly convergent, so that even km itself

may be taken as a first guess to the root A /M ,
to generate an

improved value of the true root.

It may be noted that one root in a submatrix may be calcu-

lated by using the general property of invariance of the

diagonal sum of a determinant under unitary transformation,

i.e.,

The transformation which diagonalizes the submatrix D,
i.e., solves the secular determinant, may be readily determined

from the eigen-values so determined. The state represented

by the root /T may be determined by inspection from equation
(1 1.9). The secular determinant may be written in terms of the

amplitudes of states relative to the state with subscript 0, as:

(* ;.T)l-l- lT

/>
t i (kL

- lT)alT a2r
-

-0 . . (11.13)

The relative amplitude of state 1 is thus ( AT), while

that of state 2 is given by the second line of equation (II .13) as
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(A-, A
r )(A ?. T )

- V The general relative amplitudes are

then simply given as:

2r (/v

(I,

The matrix D(/c) is then diagonali/ed by the transformation

A which is formed from these relative amplitudes as:

A

"Or

lr

Since A 1DA
by the roots

(11.15)

A, where \ is a diagonal matrix formed

A

fk r

then by equation (11.8),

A ] L 1ELA A

(II. 16)

. (11.17)

The transformation LA is not normalized as it must be to

give a total state amplitude of I . This is readily accomplished

by the normalizing matrix N :
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rr

r T

N

(11.18)

where /?,T [^(/^tf,,.)
2
]"^.

Thus if T is the orthogonal, normalized transformation

which diagonalizes E, the reduced energy matrix, then:

T- !ET--A -N-'A 'I; 'CLAN

and T LAN (11.19)

Tables of ET
J
(K) for AC

- -
1 (0- 1 )0, J 0( 1 ) 1 2, are available

from the very excellent paper of KING, HAINI R, and CROSS, and

are reprinted in Appendix 1. In this connection it is to be

noted that only values of ET
J
(AC) between 1 /c need

be computed since, due to the choice of AC as a variable, the

reduced energy matrix has a form such that

Iv'Oc) I-
7

J
( if) . . (11.20)

To demonstrate this fact, we note that in the (II) representation

ACK 2

, K

1)

also - EJ
( K) KI K

E-'(-ic)K>K , 2 --J/(J, K-

Since, however, the sign of the off-diagonal elements is

irrelevant for it appears as a squared factor in the matrix D,

we have

)] -[DJ
( -if)]

Thus the most positive root of DJ
(/c), i.e., E ,/'(*), is the most

negative root of DJ
(
-

/c), i.e., E_J
J
( AC). Hence, we arc

led to equation (11.20) above.

The values of the roots for the reduced energy E4
(/c) as a

function of ic may be displayed in the familiar form shown
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in Fig. 1. The symmetry about the dotted diagonal results,

of course, from the relationship expressed in equation (11.20).

RELATED ASYMMETRY PARAMETERS
S 0.5 10

10 05 f

-10 -08 -06 -04 -02 02 04 06 0.8 10

ASYMMETRY PARAMETER K

I
;
ig. 1. Reduced energy variation with K . . .

We note also that the total rotational energy for a given
level J, r is

a i r n rW J =- J(J L \Mi - F A (if\hTT
T ~ J\J i

1 /// ,
L

T \K)/l

277

T^-JV> (H.21)

wherc<P(/

2
> (J,r, M;P(/-jJ,r, M) is the value of the diagonal

matrix element of the projection of P2 on the ^ axis. Hence
to a first order

277

17 ''

//."

. (11.22)
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Explicitly

ttK

, i)//
2

'IV
2

: JVM . . (H.23)

Finally, the expression for the reduced energy may be simpli-
fied in the symmetric top limits. For a prolate top (like a

pencil) h a and K -
-

1. The rotational energy is most

conveniently determined in the (1) representation for then

H - and EtT

(/c) is immediately diagonal. This leads to the

characteristic energy levels:

WfK ,

- M(J ! I)// i (b r)K
2
/j . . (11.24)

Fach value of |K| > leads to a doubly degenerate energy
since E0}

-' and E J are identical, and E K|
J and EK

J arc

identical except for the single K root.

Similarly for an oblate symmetric top (like a penny) b c

and/c -
-i 1. The (1 1 1) representation yields a diagonal form

for the reduced energy matrix. Thus the characteristic energy
levels are given as:

Wj
,K|

- />J(J ! I)// -!- (b a)K
2
/i . (11.25)

Since the rotational energy decreases with increasing K we
have used for r the value of J |K . As in the case of the

prolate top each level for |K| > is doubly degenerate.

Note, in general, that for a type (I) representation the highest
value of |K corresponds to the highest energy state, and

hence, to the highest r. Conversely, for the type (III) repre-

sentation, the lowest value of |K| corresponds to the highest
value of r. Hence, if |K| in the (I) representation is labelled

K( 1) (i.e., the K value of the symmetric top state with

K ---
1), and |K| in the (III) representation is labelled as

K( :

1) (i.e., the K value of the symmetric top state with

K --- -
;

-

1) the highest state is E'j^^j K( .M) (/c) E;
1
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Since the K(-| 1)
- is a singlet state and the K(- 1) /-

is a doublet state, the next highest reduced energy, will be

J,K( -H1)=

1 '

In general an E; level may be labelled as
E'j<(

_ ^ K(+ o where

Hence, K

--IH K(h 1)--J, J

JlT |0U
I

>

J I V/, 1 , . . .

. (11.26)

r ------ T J -2K-hl . (11.27)

This type of labelling is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the

reduced energy has values of Et (ic) Ej=4(/c) down to

The linear rotor is the limiting form of the prolate symmetric

top since c -> 0. Since angular momentum may exist along
the c axis due to degenerate vibrational states, we shall call

this angular momentum not K but /. Hence for a linear rotor

W,;
T ----

/?[J(J !
1 ) /

2
]/7, J > / > - J . (11.28)
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VIBRATION-ROTATION INTERACTION;
CENTRIFUGAL DISTORTION

WHEN the fact that the vibrational energy of a molecule may
be disturbed by the presence of rotational energy is taken

into account, and, reciprocally, that the vibrational energy

may affect the rotational energy, additional correction terms

must be included in the Hamiltonian. The correction terms

arise from two causes. First, instantaneous angular momen-
tum may be associated with vibrational states of the molecule.

Hence, the angular momentum components measured along
the gyrating molecule-fixed axes will instantaneously be the

sum of the nuclear rotational angular momentum N,,, and the

vibrational angular momentum /;,,.
Thus

P.?
"= N

r/
-I' Pa or N

i/

~-
P'/ Pa

Second, this nuclear rotational angular momentum is to

be associated with a moment of inertia which is now dependent

upon the vibrational state, since the vibrational state deter-

mines the actual nuclear co-ordinates in terms of displace-

ments from the nuclear co-ordinates in the absence of

vibrational energy.
From these considerations then one would expect to write

N
f/
to include these corrections as:

H, = --

P.,, -pg
- W<7 i i</tf

/r'v f IM^V

The terms involving the products of inertia lg,/, g
arise from the fact that the nuclear vibrations do not preserve
the principal axes determined with the nuclei at rest. In

short, the inertial constants will be given by their equilibrium
values plus a correction depending upon the possible 3//

cartesian displacements. These are most conveniently written
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in terms of the 3// 6 (or 3n 5 for linear molecules) normal

vibration displacements Q and the masses of the // nuclei.

If the# axis displacement of the /th nucleus of mass M, is

written as:

where twice the vibrational kinetic energy is ^.SQ S

2
. Then

\
>J(

V

where as Nielsen has shown :

n (</<j) _. oV M *f a 7 "'or "/ "}a
t

z^z ivi
/ \<foi 'is $Qi 'is )

a ('J'i') ^ - i] M *(fn / f// --7- "
"s taJ

/
1V1

/ V-jQr/.s <>()/ '/.s

V
// r///

<t
f

I /
'

^A'/.S- */.S ' '/N

_, ._ v
/.,//. x^*/ f

/.S
f

/.S*

V

The existence of products of inertia means that angular

frequencies must be given by inverting equation (1II.1) as:

w,j
-

v,/t otj'(?a
'

p,,')
. . (II 1.2)

u ] 'V*
where / w / -

/i~* ^-c
'.'/.'/

/<
-- determinant of I, the moment of inertia tensor.

The rotational energy in Hamilton ian form may then be

written as :

H; - ffiv// tf,/(p,
-

The
/.,,,/ are now expanded in terms of the F,,,/ and the

normal co-ordinate correction terms. The P
f/-dependent terms

are given as :
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p 2 n p
it /

j v __? V 19 <(

'</</ V'/'/

!/p
__ 9,7 \

)v
/
v P /

'
~"

IJ n (w'n O
^'7 ^l/*'/ T ~/r V" "N I ^.s1IT// If

/f/ */ /

i'
P"^

. (111.4)

where

_ v
'.S bss bs .s .</ i ,,

] V
The last three terms in equation (111.4) form the correction

terms to the rotational energy which arise from the interaction

of rotational and vibrational energy-states. The first term on

the right side of equation (111.4) forms the normal rotational

energy which we have considered in the preceding chapter.

We now expand equation (111.4) in terms of familiar

matrix elements. The P
ff
's may be written in the representation

of Chapter I. The pa's and Q's may be expressed in terms of

the matrix elements for the one-dimensional oscillator. The

vibrational angular momentum pg is related to the linear

momentum of the harmonic modes as:

fi'1 <i"'' (111.5)

where now Ox I y
\AsV

;.,
- ^

(27TC'(0S)
2

From the commutation relations for the one dimensional

oscillator, psqs
-

^s/?s
--=

ift, we know that the matrix

elements of ps and qs in terms of the vibrational quantum
number vs are as given on p. 22.
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. J

-l. 0-1 -

9-[2/vl-
1

I 1]- . (111.6)

when the harmonic terms of the vibrational Hamiltonian,

Q,
2
)
-

p*fi
*

-I- q*)ti, are diagonal in vg .

In case a degeneracy of normal modes exists due to geo-
metrical symmetry of the molecule these matrix elements

must be modified. For example, the linear molecule may have

a two-fold degeneracy of modes oscillating perpendicular to

the symmetry axis of the molecule. These modes are properly
combined to have the matrix elements of the two-dimensional

isotropic oscillator. Since the energies of the two degenerate
modes are equal, one of the quantum numbers vy becomes

redundant and is replaced by a quantum number /j
vs ,

v,, 2, . . . 1, or 0, which measures the angular momentum

along the symmetry axis created by the degeneracy. The
actual matrix elements need not concern us directly except to

note that if z is the figure axis/?/ has diagonal elements equal
to WP. Thus since P,

a
I

- Pv
a - A2

J(J + 1)
-

P,
a then

P/ -|. p v
2 __ /^(j _j. ij

__
/2j ? yielding the form of equation

(11.28), Chapter II.

The vibrational energy terms in the Hamiltonian are the

harmonic kinetic and potential energy terms plus the anhar-

monic terms of higher order in the normal co-ordinate as:

The matrix elements of the harmonic vibrational energy
are diagonal in the vibrational quantum numbers and, of

course, in the rotational quantum numbers, upon which they
do not depend. They are just M tS*(# s -|- 4).

The matrix elements of the normal rotational energy
f

y
-- are diagonal in the vibrational quantum numbers,
*<JU

and in J and M with the usual (K|K) diagonal elements and

(K|K 2) off diagonal elements.
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The anharmonic vibrational term in equation (111.7) will

have elements diagonal in the rotational quantum numbers

and off diagonal elements in the vibrational quantum
numbers.

Finally, the correction terms in equation (111.4) will have

v
s'

vs"

v
s J,K

v
s'

^J,K-

J,K_

Fig. 2. Vibration-rotation energy matrix

elements non-diagonal in both vibrational and rotational

quantum numbers.

Thus, if we construct the total energy matrix by forming

rotational energy blocks for each vibrational state, it will

have the appearance of Fig. 2.

There will be matrix elements connecting the rotational

blocks of different vibrational states due to the correction

terms in equations (III.4) and (III.7). The existence of these

elements is indicated by the shading in Fig. 2.

The method of adding rows and columns used in Chapter 11

to reduce these off-diagonal terms to zero in the secular

determinant formed from this matrix for a given rotational

and vibrational state of energy W(t>,, J, K), will result in the

appearance in their place of terms in the correction Hamil-

tonian H' of the form

( J, K|H'K, J, K'), J, K'|H'K", J, K")
"

,J,~K'|HK, J, K')
- Wfe J, K)
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These are certainly negligibly small, since the vibrational

energy differences are so great. There is the possibility that

the vibrational states may be accidently degenerate. This

case has been investigated but does not change our following
discussion.

The reduction of the terms off-diagonal in the vibrational

quantum numbers leads to the addition of a term within a

given rotational block v.,, J, K of the form,

(/ J, K H'
*;.,', J, K>/, J, K'|H' ?>,., J, K")

, J, K'|H <, J, K"')
- W(w g , J, K)

' ' '

Now the contribution ofthe rotational energy to the denomi-

nators of relation (III.9) is certainly negligible in the absence

of vibrational degeneracy. Hence, the dependence of the

denominators on the rotational state may be suppressed and

the denominators may be written as:

(?/, J, K [-%,.', J, K')
-

W(t>,, J, K) - W(v) W(w,)

. (111.10)

The vibrational energy is only slightly perturbed from its

harmonic value hence we may write W(wg) ^ /&.sAs*(?; iS
. -+ ).

Thus within a given rotational block the rotational matrix

elements may be written to first order in terms of the unper-
P 2

turbed Hamiltonian Hr JS~ and the perturbing Hamil-

tonian FT which comprises the correction terms of equations
(III.4) and (I1I.7) as

(* J, K Hr>,., J, K') = (J, K|Hr |J, K')

+ S p.(t>., J, K|H> S , J, K')

(M I V 4/ Ui , T \C
n \(n . T l^^lu'ln I I/ f

\

\^ \^,S5 J, Iv IE
I
C/j/, J, Jv /v .s ' ^^ -*^ " ^.s ^^ ^ /

. . (III. 11)

The part of the matrix element of H' which depends upon
the rotational quantum numbers is due to the P terms only.
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Hence, the equation (111.11) may be simplified in notation by

writing it in the form:

H/(tg -- H

n, '/, o", ./"TO, y', ", /"WPA'P/'P,"' (HL 12)

where a(vs) and r(vs) are constants for the molecule in vibra-

tional state vs . The form of equation (III. 12) is achieved by

realizing that the non-vanishing terms cubic in P7 , such as

P/Pf/
~

P/Pf/
2
'
may be written in terms of quadratic factors

by means of the commutation relations. Thus:

P,
2
P,'

~ P/P/ - '7KPA" I P*"Py) (I II. 13)

Equation (111.12) is still too general for practical use. Con-

sider the terms in a,,,/. If g ^ g' then these terms will have

non-zero elements only of the type (K|K d. 1) since agg
'

-

a,,'g . If the symmetrizing transformation X is applied to

H/, then Hr is factored into blocks of odd and even K.

Hence, the (K|K i 1) elements connect these blocks and can

contribute only in second order. For similar reasons the

r-dependent terms contribute in first order only if %
--

^'

and / -

r> or g - #* and g'
-
/, or g

-
g\ s

'
-> >.

So to first order we rewrite equation (111.12) as:

when use is made of the commutation relations and the fact

thatT^,,/,/
=- Tg'g'wTyg'w'

~'
Tgg'g'g

=
Tg'ggg'

-=
Tg'gfg

tO TQ-

duce term involving PgPa
'
2P and (PaPtJ')

2
. This involves

redefining in a straightforward fashion the tf's and r's of

equation (1 1 1. 12), a fact which is indicated by the primes in

equation (III.12#).

Equation (III.120) is readily interpreted for we may achieve

it by saying the vibrational average of the reciprocal moment
of inertia is given as:

(I,-%r '--
(I/)'

1
-I ^W-l Stf'rV^WP/ . (IH.14)
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The reciprocal moment then varies with vibrational state as a

power series in (vs I 4) from the a,/,, and with vibrational and
rotational state through the tensor relation with the squares
of the angular momentum components expressed with the

r coefficients. The reciprocal moment factors, a, b, and c --- g
of Chapter II will thus be considered to have a vibrational

dependence of the form :

i- \) I (111.15)

where g
(l>}

is an equilibrium value of the reciprocal moment
of inertia and A^ is a small correction term the order of a

centrifugal distortion coefficient.

The r dependent corrections may be handled as a pertur-
bation of the rotational energy expressed in terms of these

vibrational dependent reciprocal moment factors. Thus

. (111.16)

The rotational eigen values including vibration rotation are

found by diagonalizing H/. The symmetrizing transforma-

tion X is first applied to factor the matrix into four sub-

matrices which now, due to the r terms, have (K|K -t 4)

elements. The reduced energy matrices thus have the form

M)0

V2E,

V2E,

02

01

V 2E02 VIE,*

E24 E
2($

E44 E4G E4 ,

v: F Ft-i !-/: r.68
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^33

-15

F FC35 *-

E Er

E,37

. (111.17)

The continued fraction expansion is no longer as convenient

to use because of the second off-diagonal elements in the

factored forms, however, other methods are available to

evaluate the distortion correction.

Since the correction term is small we are really only
interested in the diagonal values of T ^X^P/P^XT, where

T is the diagonalizing transformation of H,.(*0. The trans-

formation T is readily evaluated by the usual methods. It is

usually easier, however, to develop expressions for the fourth

power of the angular momentum components in a form

analogous to those obtained for the squares of the components
in terms of the derivatives of the reduced energy with respect
to/<r.

Since under any transformation

p8 --- P/ i ?i -v /;
2
J(J -i i) . (in.18)

then when H,.(i>) is diagonal with eigen values W we have:

<H,(")> - W

277

277 v""

and

. (111.19)

. (IIL20)
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Since W2
is diagonal, in terms of the diagonal values of the

momentum operators we have :

t>W2
(27T)

2
^ '

- <7'V P 4
a /

-
#T c? KI d

-/)<p;
2
p/2

1 p,/p,/-i f
. (111.21)

Equation (111.21) thus relates the diagonal values of the

cross products of the squares of the angular momentum

components in a representation in which Hr(v) is diagonal,
to the diagonal values of the second and fourth powers of the

momentum components and the diagonal values of the

Hr(v). A further expression relating the cross-products of

the squares of the components with the second and fourth

powers of these components is formed by symmetrically

multiplying equation (111.18) by P,/
2 and then taking diagonal

values.

<P,
2P2

-|- P2
P/> - 2ttl(J -! 1KP,,

2
>
-

. (HI.22)

Using equations (111.18), (111.21), and (111.22), the diagonal
values of H/ in a representation in which Hr(#) is diagonal,

i.e., the eigen-values of H/ correct to first order in centrifugal

distortion, may be written as :

<H/>
- W I- DiW2 + D2WJ(J { 1) I D3J

2
(J | I)

2

-I- D4J(J 1- 1XP,
2
) -I- D5<P,

4
> f D6W<P,

a
>

. (111.23)

Since the value of <P/> is given simply as

277- DW
. (111.24)

we are left only with the problem of evaluating <P/> which,
in general, is not equal to ((P/))

2
.
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Take $ - z since PJ" is a diagonal matrix in the original

representation having elements equal to tl^K 21
. Applying

the transformation X leaves P/' unchanged and applying T
yields the diagonal elements of P5

21
in a representation in

which Hr(v) is diagonal.

<P.
8
';

- - A2?X KK
2
'-(J, K', MlT-^J, K, M)(J, K, M|T|J, K', M)

. (IJI.25)

Equation (III.25) may also be shown to be equivalent to

the expression :

l
. (Hl.25fl)

where in the notation of Chapter II

R - Vl/[* M
- -

*r
-

M*,,-l
- 1T

-
. . .)]

2

'. - OP

In many cases (P/; calculated from equation (1 11.25) will not

differ appreciably"from P;
2
))

2
, i.e., where T-'P/T -~ AaKa

.

In the case of symmetric tops equation (IIF.23) reduces to

the simple form

<H/> - W -
DjJ

2
(J -H I)

2 - DJKJ(J -| 1)K
2 - D KK4

. (111.26)

This equation is made relevant for linear rotors by setting
K -

0.

This completes the analysis of centrifugal distortion. The
observed spectrum of a molecule in a given vibrational state

would be fitted by equation (III. 23) by adjusting the three

reciprocal moments and the six distortion coefficients, D.

Conversely the D's could be calculated from the T^/J/'S and
the equilibrium reciprocal moments of inertia, trie T in turn

being calculated from equilibrium structure and the vibra-

tional force constants, if they are known.



CHAPTER IV

NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE ENERGY

THE contribution to the potential energy of a molecule from a

nucleus having an internal charge distribution p,(X, Y, Z) in

the presence of an extra-nuclear charge distribution

/o t,(X', Y', Z') consisting of electrons and other nuclei in a

molecule is given as:

Jr.

pe\th/ .... (IV. 1)

Here V --= dv
\J I

R V/-/
2

-\- rf
- 2r

t
rc cos a)

The terms r
i and re are the radii from the origin of co-

ordinates at the centre of the nuclear mass to a point X, Y, Z,

within the nucleus, and to a point X', Y', Z' within the

extranuclear charge respectively. The angle a) is the angle
included by // and re . Since we will consider only electronic

charges exterior to the nucleus re > / the term R" 1

may be

expanded in a converging infinite series in
/-,//,, by the binomial

theorem. The potential V may then be written as

V = cos
r

f.
' e

;'s (2
cos2 co "

2)' e \*" */

dv

(1V.2)

The first term in expression (1V.2) is evidently the electro-

static potential at X', Y', Z
r

due to a point nuclear charge

fpidv at the origin. Such a term will have been taken into

account in expressing the Hamiltonian for the sake of

determining the molecular electronic states. We therefore

30
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disregard this term here, since we arc interested in the

perturbation generated by the higher order terms in the ex-

pansion of V which recognize the finite distribution of nuclear

charges.
The second term in expression (IV. 2) is the potential due to

the nuclear electric dipole moment, since

I '< *e Ji

and wfjdv is the nuclear electric dipole moment. Structure

of energy levels due to such a term has not been observed, and

so we ignore it. Indeed the vanishing of such a term is

necessary for a simple picture of a positive nuclear charge,
and widely separated nuclear energy levels.

The third term in expression (IV.2) then is of interest since

it is the dominant correction term. This term is the expression
for the potential due to the electric quadrupole tensor of the

nucleus. To observe that this is so, a more convenient form

for this may be developed by writing in vector notation and

expanding in terms of the components of r/ and r,,, as :

- > V

3(r,.r,)
2 -r,V vv 3F,F/F,,F/ (F,F,.)

a

2/v*
--K-F'

2/',
5

Here F, X, Y, Z component of //

F,,
=-; X, Y, Z component of re

This expression, it may be verified, is equivalent to:

,
- 0, F / F'

where dFF /

-
1 , F F

The contribution to the energy due to this term may be

written as

HQ
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when one defines the tensors

f (3F,F/
- dFF"V

a
)

V FF' PC
~

5
'

Q F'
= f />i(3F,F/

- <W#<fo .

J/

The elements of the tensor V are simply the values at the

nucleus of the derivatives of the potential due to the extra-

nuclear charges, since

& (\

JF^
e

-r rcr <- \'P

We may thus write the classical Hamiltonian for the

quadrupole energy in either tensor or dyadic notation as:

. . . (IV.66)

The tensor Q is the charge weighted quadrupole moment
for the nucleus in question.

In order to proceed, it is convenient to simplify further the

expressions for V and Q. It is to be noted that both form

tensors with a zero diagonal sum, i.e.,

2FQFF - 0, SFVFK - . . (IV.9)

This property is, of course, invariant under any unitary
transformation. Further the tensors are symmetric, i.e.,

VFF ' VF
'F , QFF ' QF'F. Hence, only five terms are

needed to determine completely each tensor. For this reason,

as may be verified by direct calculation, we may rewrite

equation (IV.6/>) as:

HQ -i V'"Q-"' .... (IV. 10)
7/1- -2
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where V" --- pe 5
?C"W

Ji- ''c

Q'" ^ pii

'-'-' -3Z(X/Y)

P-

P/'
1
is in electronic charge co-ordinates

P/
tM

is in nuclear charge co-ordinates

The reader familiar with the spherical harmonic addition

theorem will recognize that we have, in this backward fashion,

derived in fact a particular case for this theorem.

The quadrupole interaction energy in the form given by

equation (IV. 10) allows a simple translation into quantum
mechanical language. In the absence of the electric quadrupole
interaction between a nucleus and its surrounding molecule,

the nuclear and molecular states, being defined by separate

co-ordinates, are separately definable. Hence, molecule and

nucleus separately obey the angular momentum commutation

relations in equation (1.3), Chapter I, with a plus /. In a

representation in which the square of the molecular rotational

angular momentum is diagonal and equal to J(J H l)#
2 and

its component on a space fixed Z axis is ftMj, the angular
momentum matrices are given by equation (1.4), Chapter I.

Of similar form are the nuclear angular momentum matrices

in a representation in which the square of the nuclear angular
momentum is diagonal and equal to 1(1 ! I)//

2 and its Z axis

component is 7?M,.

Since r
t
and rf are particle co-ordinate vectors they satisfy

the usual commutation relations with the associated angular
momentum P. For example see p. 34.
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X,Y,-
- -

Y,X,
-

0, etc.

Px/X,
- X,?x , 0, etc.

Px/Y,
-

Y,Px, - iKLh etc.

Px,Z, -Z,Px,
-

= - MY,-, etc.

Similar relations hold for the rotational angular momentum
P' and the electronic co-ordinates X', Y', Z'. The M depen-
dence of the solution to these equations is the same as for the

<I> Ff/ , Table 1 . Thus, the total matrix elements may be written

as the product of an M independent term and an M dependent
term.

T/(L, M|Xi-/Y L, MT 1)

~(L|/-|L)\ (L J. M)(L I M-i- 1)

/(L, M|X/Y|L- 1, M-I- 1)

-(L|r L- l)V/(LM)(LJb M -
1)

(L, M|Z|L, M)-(L|r|L)M

(L, M|Z|L 1, M) --(L|r|L- nvTT^M5
. (IV.ll)

where (L|r L') - (L, r\r\lf t r)

Here L stands for either I or J, M for either M : or Mj,
T for any other internal quantum numbers, and X, Y, Z for

either X, Y, Z or X', Y, Z7

.

- V - >

Using the fact that r :: r the dependence of the matrix

elements of P" 1

may thus be written as :

(L, M P-L-
a
|L, M2)

F M)(L -F M -
1 )( L M+ 1 )(L :LM h 2)

(L, MlRJ-'lL, Md- 1)

-
(L|P|L)(2M -I- \)V(L 'I' M)(L J_ M | 1)

(L, M|P|L, M)
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(L, M PJ- 2
|L~ 1, M;L2)

-
! (L|PL-1)

\/(L + M)(L+ M l)(L-f M-2)(L J.M-i 1)

(L, M P^ 1 L-l, M4: 1)

-(L|P|L -1)(L :L2M -I 1)V/(L i M)(L |
M -

1)

(L, M|P|L- 1, M)

-
(L|P|L I)V 6M Vi*"^M*

(L, M P-L
2
|L-2, Md 2)

(L|P L-2)V(L | M)(L |
M 1)(L \ M-2)(L t

M 3)

(L, M P^lL-2, M 1)

-
I- (L|P|L 2)2V(L

a M2
)(L |

M -
1)(L 1- M -

2)

(L, M P|L-2, M)

-
(L|P|L

- 2)V6V
/

(L
2 - M 2

)((L I)
2 - M 2

)

where (L|P|L
X

)
- -. (L, T|P|L/, T)

The matrix elements of V" and Q'" are thus known to

within a scale factor which depends only upon the molecular

or nuclear geometry, and the total momentum, as signified by
the coefficient (L|P|L /?), but not upon the M value. We
may determine this constant for a specific value of M, most

conveniently the value M -- L and for a particular component
of V" and Q'", most conveniently from V and Q. For

example, we may write, with r as any other internal quantum
number, the (J|J) elements as:

T
7

, Mj-J)
=

(J,T|C,|J,T')[3J
a
-J(JH- 1)]

(I, Mj - I|Q|I, M! - 1)
-=

(I|C,|I)[3I
2 -

1(1 + 1)]

. (IV.I 2)
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Hence the J and I dependent constants are determined to be:

(J,T|CP |J,T')

'
T

'
M J J p" J

'
T/ ' Mj J)

"

This J dependent constant may be written in the form

suggested in equation (1V.7) as:

Also:

/ 1 1 f~^ li\ I / f \ yf i! 1 1 \ /r i \/ ^ r7^

. (IV.14)

Similarly the 1 dependent term may be defined as :

so that Qzz has the dimensions of length squared.
The general form for V and Q will in this way be found to

be given by the product of a J, or [ dependent term and an M j

or Mj dependent term as:

_ (J, T, Mj = J| Vzz|j', T', Mj -=
J)- -- -

(F, MijQ^ir, M/)

. (IV.15)

where A(L) - L(2L - 1), L'
- L

-3LV2L+ 1,L' = L+ 1

= 6/(2L~+ I )(Lr+1), L' - L + 2
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This formal development of the quantum mechanical quad-

rupole Hamiltonian is rather useless as it stands, for the energy
matrix now involves elements which are off diagonal in M j

and M
L

. This is a consequence of the fact that when the

nuclear spin angular momentum and the molecular rotational

angular momentum are coupled together only the total angular
momentum identified by the quantum number F --= I -| J,

I 4 J 1 . . . I
-

J|,
is a constant of the motion. The

mutual precession of P and P' precludes M t
and Mj from

being constants of the motion. Thus, we are really interested

in transforming from the system I, M r , J, Mj) to the system
of the same degree of freedom F, I, J, M ir). Clearly,

Mj i Mj
- MK . For the state F --

I
I J, and M K F

we must have M, I and Mj J or F I -{- J, I, J, M K )

-|I, M, -I,J, Mj -J).

For F M- J -

1, MF F we may have M, I,

M T J 1, or M t
- 1

-
1, Mj - J. Hence |F I

i
J

-X J, J, MF
-

F)
-

|I,
M

t
-

I, J, M.,
- J - 1) i /;|I,

M = I
-

1, J, Mj -
J).

The general form of this transformation may be written :

IF, i,j, M)
- S

Ml Mj(M If Mj F, M)|I, M lf J, Mj>3(M r | Mj, M)
. (IV.16)

where (M T , Mj F, M) are the transformation coefficients, and

the d assures that only combinations with Mj -|- Mj M
are used. The general form of the coefficients may be deduced

algebraically, though we quote only the result of Wigner and

Racah:

Mj|F, M)"l J-FJ!(F-KM)!(F M)!(2F-i 1)
_

(F +1 + J -i- T)!d
- M

r)!(I -I M~
F)!(J

-
Mj)~!(J I M.T )!

l

(F- f-h J -~/)!(F !
M -"/)!/!(/ f- 1 -~J - M)!

. (IV.17)
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The index / is summed over all integral values yielding non-

negative factorials.

In principle these V" and Qm may be written in an

|F, I, J, M) representation using the Wigner coefficients and

the I, M x , J, Mj) matrix elements. Far more practical,

however, is it to use the method of Racah to develop directly

the matrix elements of H Q in the
|
F, I, J, M) scheme from the

matrix elements in the
|I,
M x , J, Mj) scheme. We quote here

only the results of these calculations for the elements diagonal
in J, since the (I|I i //) elements can have practically no effect

due to their extreme energy separation:

(F,J,r, M|HQ F,J,r', M)

_ <>QZZ(J, r, Mj -
J|VZZ J, r', M., J)

81(21 1)J(2J
-

I)

x [3C(C+ 1) -41(1 H 1)J(J H 1)] . (IV.190)

(F, J, r, M HQ F, J
i I,/, M)

^ c>Qzz(J, r,_Mj -J[VZZ |J I 1, r, Mj -
J)

81(21 -1)JV2J j
1

x [F(F | l)-I(l-i-l)-J(J i 2)]

x [(I |-J-| F 1-2)(I-J | F)(J I !-F-[ 1)

x (J-l-I -F
I D]

J .... (IV.19A)

(F,J,r, M|HQ F,J |-2,r',M)

<'QZZ(J, r, Mj - J|
Vzz J H- 2, r\ Mj -

J)

16I(2l--l)|(2J f 1)(J f 1)]*

X [(1 -I- J + F + 2)(I + J I- F + 3)(l
- J

I
F - 1)

x (I
- J + F)(J

- I + F -|- 1)(J
-

I
|
F 1 2)

x (I + J - F -1- 1XF -I J - F + 2)]
J

. . (IV.19r)

where C - F(F -| 1)
-

1(1 + 1)
-

J(J |- 1)

The diagonal elements may also be developed readily by

noting that the matrix elements of the components of r
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diagonal in L(J or I), arc the same, except for a scale factor, as

those for the components of nuclear or molecular angular
momentum, PF and PF'. Thus equation (IV.7) may be

written as

;'<PF'PF'' I P/P!/) - <W<P')
2

PC. 5
'

.20)

The symmetrical form is used since the components of P

and of P', the nuclear and molecular angular momentum, do
not commute. The constant is evaluated as for equation
(IV.4) and the multiplication is carried out to yield

H <>QZZ(J, r, M.r
-

J Vzz |

J, T', Mj J)

Q
"

21(21 1)J(2J

[J(2P . P')(2P . P' -I- h2
)
- P2

(P')
2
] . (IV.21)

Since 2P . P' - P2
totai

- P2 -
(P')

2 then in the |F, I, J, M)
scheme this is diagonal and equal to [F(F |- 1)

-
J(J I 1

1(1 h !)]#% we have the result given in equation (IV.19).

The final problem then is that ofevaluating the J dependence
of Vzz . By means of the direction cosine matrix elements,

this factor may be written in terms of the derivatives of the

potential taken along molecule fixed co-ordinates, which, for

a given vibrational and electronic state, will be constants of

the molecule. By definition Vzz involves the direction

cosines as:

Vzz = ^,/I^/IV/V,,,/ . . (IV.22)

where V
f// ='

In a representation in which the unperturbed rotational

energy is diagonal we have:

vzz ^ S^T^X-^OZ/XTV,,/ . nv.23)
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The diagonal elements are readily evaluated since all products
of direction cosines with# ^ g' have no diagonal elements in

either form given above.

Thus

(J,r, M., -J|VZZ |J,T, Mj- J)

-
(J, T, M.T

- J .T, Mj - J)V
f,,,

. (IV.24)

Further it may be readily seen from the known matrix elements

of the direction cosines (Table 1, Chapter I) that

(J, K, Mj- J|<IVJ, K', M..-J)

(J, KlP/J, K')
'KK'

(J -| 1)(2J |-3)fi
3

(2J ! 3)

If H r is made diagonal with the transformation XT

(J, T, Mj J T lX- i
a) K/XT|J, T, Mj J)

. (IV.25)

- (IV -26)

We have shown in Chapter II that the diagonal elements of

P,,
2
may be written in terms of E/(K) and its derivative with

respect to K. Thus, we have for the diagonal elements of Vzz
the relation

(J, r, Mj - J Vzz |
J, T, Mj - J)

(J i 1)(2J
J(J i 1) i

F
T
J
(K) (K I 1)-

(IET
J
(K) I

"

tiK \

i ybb
tiK

-) IV
i

' Y fr J(J hi) -Iv

! (if
-

1) . (IV.27)

In deriving the form of equation (IV.27), use has been

made of the fact that ^
fJ
V

g!/
=

0, since at the origin where the
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electronic charge is zero the potential due to the extranuclear

charges satisfies Laplace's equation. Actually this is an

approximation. Electrons with spherically symmetric angular
distribution may have a finite expectation value at / 0.

However, these electrons cannot contribute to Vzz by virtue

of their symmetry and hence pe may be set equal to zero within

the nucleus with no loss in rigour.

Alternatively, we may proceed to calculate the diagonal
elements of Vzz by evaluating the diagonal elements of the

squares of the direction cosines. A convenient quantity,
tabulated in Appendix 1 1 is the line strength which is defined as :

(J, T |A,|J', T')
= 3SM |(J, T, M T^X-'^XTlJ', T', M)|

2

. (IV.28)

But the right-hand side is certainly just

32M(J, T, M|T *X UT^XT J', T', M)

(J', T, M T *X '(D^XTJJ, r, M)

Since XT is diagonal in M the summation over M may be

undone and we have :

(J, r, M -
JJT-'X ^XTlJ', T', M -

J)

(J', T', M -
JlT-iX-'tP^XTl J, T, M - J) - (J, r|;yj'; r')S

. (IV.29)

whcre S
-(J-

r

""(J-|-l)(2JH-3)
>J/ "" J

'
l

-
o, r - j - 1

The K-dependent term of <bZg
2

may be summed readily as

J
V

]

|(J, K|<DZJ/ |J', K0|
2 -= 4(J+ If . (IV.30)

J - J
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Since XT is unitary and diagonal in J, this sum is unchanged

by the transformation XT. Thus

4(J

Including the J and M dependence of *$>/;, we have:

-!- 1, T', M ---
J)|

2ST'|(J, r, M -
J|T-'X

1

'"'4(3 I 1)
2
(2J i 3)

i

T-'X

(2J 3)

,T, M -= J T^X-HJ^XT J,r', M -

. (IV.32)

The diagonal elements of equation (IV.23) are thus written

(J,r, Mj--J|VZ7JJ,T, M..-J)

2J V
(2J + 1X2J i 3)

J, r
f

)Vyil
. (IV.33)

The general asymmetric rotor energy in the presence of a

nuclear quadrupole moment may thus be written as a large

diagonal contribution evaluated from equations (IV.33) or

(IV.27) and equation (IV.I 90). The off-diagonal elements

given by (lV.19/>) and (I V. 19c ) have to be determined knowing
the transformation XT and using equation (IV.23). The
contribution of these terms, when they are reduced to the

diagonal will be seen to be of the form

Q |F, J
x

,
T

r

)|

2

Q ,

For rotational states with J 0, the energy diagonal in J

is identically zero, as it is for nuclear states for I = 0, |.
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Since these are symmetric states both Vzz and Q/z must be

respectively zero.

The symmetric rotor, having the nuclear quadrupole on the

symmetry axis may be handled explicitly as a specialization of

the above treatment. From symmetry V,,,/ if ^
-- g

r

,

further V,, - \
>ni

~-
|V,,.

The symmetric rotor formulas then, which may be speci-
alized to linear rotors in ground states of degenerate vibrations

by setting K 0, may be written as (again only elements

diagonal in I are needed):

(F,J, K VZ/ |F,J ! 2, K)

3{[(J !1)
2 - K2

][(J -|- 2)
2 -

"

(J I 2)(2J I 3)[(J ! I)(2J |

ss ' '

In general, then, a rotational state J > 1 will be split by
the nuclear quadrupole energy into a number of states corre-

sponding to different values of total angular momentum
F - I H J, I + J - 1, . . ., L

-
J|.

The total intensity of this

fine structure is the same as in the absence of the quadrupole

energy. Only the relative intensities, then, need to be calcu-

lated. These calculations are carried out in several places.

Though highly impractical, the direction cosine matrix

elements could be transformed by the Wigner coefficients to

the |F, I, J, M) representation. We quote here only the

results. The selection rule on F is AF 0, 1.

For AJ --= we have the relative intensities as:
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P(F)Q(F 1)
, r , P .

.,
(1% J A F -

1, J)
Zr

AJ 1

(F IIAIF-I-I J '

1)U%J|A|t I I,J , 1)

V P(F ' I)Q(F/r ilJIr r j n
(F, J|A|I, J -j 1)-

V/Q(F -
1)(^(F 2)

where (F, J|A|F', J') - (F', J'|A|F, J)

P(F) -- (F I
| J)(F I

I
I
J

| 1)

Q(F)----=(r-|-J- F)(F I 1 -J
I 1)

hl)~J(J M)
Tables of these relative multiplet intensities are available in

the literature.



CHAPTER V

STARK EFFECT

THE presence of a uniform static electric field e increases the

potential energy of a molecule with a permanent electric

dipole moment by /i . e. This term, when added to the

total Hamiltonian, may be considered by transforming the

components of the electric dipole moment from molecule

fixed axes to the space fixed axis parallel to F by means of the

direction cosine transformations (equation (f.5), Chapter I).

With no loss in generality we may take e along the Z axis and

hence the perturbation energy has the form

Hx
- - fz^/^Ozr, . . (V.I)

Since the matrix elements of the direction cosines are known

(Table 1) the perturbation matrix which must be added to the

rotational energy matrix is immediately determined.

It will be noted that since the direction cosines have matrix

elements off diagonal in J (i.e., (J|J 1)) and K (i.e.,

(K|K 1)) the rotational energy plus Stark energy matrix

may no longer be factored and hence, it must be diagonalizcd

by approximate methods.

The transformation which diagonalizes the factored, re-

duced energy matrix in the absence of the static electric field

is known from equation (If. 19), Chapter II, page 15. The
rotational energy plus Stark energy matrix may be made

nearly diagonal by applying this same transformation.

-1- H,.)XT - WT
- eyS^T

. (V.2)

Both X and T are matrices diagonal in J, while <I>
Z(/

has

elements both diagonal in J and off-diagonal in J by 1.

It is readily shown that the application of the symmetrizing

45
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transformation leaves X- l<bZaX~v/iih no elements diagonal

in both J and K since the matrix elements of <!>/ diagonal in

J and K have odd symmetry in K. The only other matrix

elements of <$,., diagonal in J are (K|K I 1). For these

J I

Fig. 3. Stark-rotation energy matrix

reasons X~1O
Zff
X will have no matrix elements within any

one reduced energy factor, EEJ(/c) or </(*)> smce tney are

composed totally of either even or odd K numbers. The

perturbation matrix X~1
C)

Zff
X will only have matrix elements

between the factored sub-matrices EE^ J
Oc), EoJ:

J
(/c) with

J' =-
J, J 1. The matrix expressed in equation (V.2) will

have the form shown in Fig. 3, the perturbation matrix

S^fzT^X-^yXT occupying the shaded region.

This matrix is now diagonalized by the continued

fraction method of Chapter IF, by assuming a solution

W/ = WT + AWT. All terms such as
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W
and AWT , arc ignored with regard to terms having WT

" WT

in the denominators (i.e., the electric field perturbation energy
is assumed small with respect to the interval between rotational

energy states). The usual second order perturbation energy
formula then results to give the perturbed energy as:

AW, v
w/ WT

-
. . .

. (V.3)

Consider now the effect of degeneracies or near degeneracies.

Suppose that in one of the denominators of equation (V.3),

W/' ^ WT , so the AWT may not be ignored with respect to

their difference, although other terms in the denominator,
such as

|(J,r'", M T
, r",

may be ignored with respect to AWT . Equation (V.3) is best

rewritten in the form:

AW,
",/', M)|

3

r
-" -WT -AWT

v
W

Solving for AWT we have

. (V.4)

AW,
WT

;4> WT
> - WT

T
- -Wr I

S

,T, M ", r", (V.5)
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The plus sign is taken when W
r
" < WT and the minus sign

is taken when WT
" > WT .

The symmetric rotor, for example, has doubly degenerate
K levels. In this case WT

" -- WT . Following equation (11.27),

Chapter II, if r is given as j_- (J
-- 2K), r" would then be

given as H- (J 2K [ 1 ), with K the value of the K assigned
to the degenerate levels. The perturbation due to the electric

field may now be simplified to the form

AWK - /wA K, M|OZ,,|J, K, M)

J', K', M)|
2

. (V.6)

Use has been made of the fact that (1) T is a diagonal

matrix, and (2) each value of r -----
\ I J 2K

[
I

[

I for a

given value of K -/ yields an identical term in the sum

(hence the sum may be made over K and the result multiplied

by 2). Further if T' corresponds to a state having K then

T must correspond to a state for K ^ and summation over

K still requires multiplication by 2, since

(J', T', MlX-'O^X J, r, M) - V'2(J', 0, M|<I>Z,,|J, K, M)

The Hi sign in equation (V.6) accounts for the two levels

which result when the electric field removes the "K"

degeneracy.
The values ofWK are given in equations (11.24) and (11.25)

of Chapter II, page 17; the values of (l)
Zr/

in Table 1, page 4.

By symmetry, a symmetric top molecule may have an electric

moment only along the symmetry or z axis. Equation (V.6)

may be written explicitly as:

Aw MK _ \ji_frf /(J
2 K2

)(J
2 -M2

)

J
'
K ^ *

JcfT~i)
//sfz V

~

(P(2J -
1 )(2J -HJ

hi)
2 K2

][(J ! 1)
2 -M 2

].

(J I 1)
3
(2J i 1)(2J -1 3)

' ' * ;
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For a linear rotor equation (V.7) simplifies (K 0) to the

expression

WI-D--3M*
J(J-MK2J-

~' (V '8)

The possibility does exist that a degeneracy or near degener-

acy occurs for levels between which there is no Stark coupling
element. In this case a term such as

W7
"

l,r", M)|
2

WT
- AW

r

must be considered in the denominator of one term of the

summation in equation (V.6). Equation (V.3) is rewritten as

2,,//VV|tf *T, M\T~
1X 'O

/f/XT| J', T',

/y"
' ' '"

W/-"WT

jy\M)| 3
//;v-

AW,

W r
" -WT AWT

|(J",r", M T- X- 1
cI)/ ,/XT|J"

r

,T"
r

,

W> - WT
- AWT

. (V.9)

This is a cubic equation for AW r
and may be solved in any

specific case. For example, if

" - - W
r
- AWT)(WT

'" - WT)

then

AWT

I-P

W/ - WT

T
- -WT

)j

. .(V.11)

where
T-IX -I

(I)Z!/XT j- T
-
M) |a
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In practice the inequality in equation (V.10) would be

reversed in which case the usual expression for the perturba-
tion energy in the absence of degeneracy, equation (V.3),

would hold. More remote degeneracies than those discussed

above are indeed negligible. In fact, Stark perturbation

energies are seldom complicated by degeneracies; the few

examples listed in the bibliography are rather exceptional cases.

The evaluation of the theoretical Stark perturbation for

asymmetric top molecules is arduous in that the diagonalizing
transformation T must be calculated to evaluate the appro-

priate direction cosine matrix elements of equation (V.3).

This calculation is greatly simplified by observing that the

quantity, the line strength, is defined as

(j, T|A, j', r
f

)
= 3 sM |(j, T, M T-LX-KD^XT J', r, M)|

2

. (V.12)

The line strength has been used in Chapter TV and values

for J < 12 are tabulated in Appendix IF.

The summation over M may be undone by observing that

X and T are diagonal in J and M and hence the M and J

dependence of T~^X-'O^XT is identical to that of ^Zg .

Equation (V.12) may be written

(J.T^lJ'.T')
-

3|(J|Oz ,/ |JO|
2
|(J,r|T-'X-

1

Zf/XT|J
/

,T
/

)|

2

M|(J,M|0Zr/ |J',M)|
2

. . . (V.13)

From Table 1, page 4, it is seen that:

J'-J, |(J, M|<DZf,|J', M)|
2 -4M2

J' - J -I- 1, |(J, M|O/7 |J', M)|
2 - 4[(J -I- I)

2 M2
]

J' - J - -

1, |(J, MIO^IJ', M)|
2 -= 4[J

2 - M2
] . (V.14)

Noting that

1)(2J + 1) . .

-j

equation (V.13) may be rewritten

r\ M)|
2 -

(J, r|Ar/ |J', r',)R

. (V.16)
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M 2

where R -, i

--

i t
J' J

J(J I 1X2J ! 1)

R
J/S M2

i' i I

j'(2j' ixzr ID

R
J2 M*

r-i i

J(2J- I)(2J |- J)

J
>

Values of (J, r| A f/ J', T') may be determined by interpolation
in the tables of Appendix II for any value of /c, and W/ WT

is calculated from the rigid rotor term values or determined

directly from experimental data. Jt is the usual case that the

most important term in the summation of equation (V.3) is

that arising from the smallest energy denominator and that

this energy difference corresponds to the observed transition

frequency in the microwave region. The other energy differ-

ences would correspond to much larger, and possibly unob-

servable, frequency differences and hence need to be less

exactly known. A crude model of the molecule will suffice

for their calculation. Stated another way, the important
term in the Stark perturbation sum will be that one with a

small energy denominator, and hence will correspond to an

accurately determined microwave absorption frequency,

usually that one for which the Stark effect is being observed.

The other terms are small correction terms and need be only

crudely known.

A final observation on the use of the Stark effect for

identification of transitions may be made. As has been shown

above the transformation XT is diagonal in J and M. Hence

the M dependence of the direction cosine matrix elements and

(J, r|A ff |J', r) is independent of these transformations. The

(J, M J, M)|
2 elements have a pure M2

dependence, while the

(J', M|J, M)|
2 elements have a dependence of the form

(J*
2 - M2

), where J* is taken as the larger of J or J'. The Stark

perturbation then will have the form [A(J, T) + B(J, r)M2
] e

2
.

For AM 0, 7r-type transitions, that is for transitions

induced by an electromagnetic field parallel to the static

electric field J* -|- 1 components will be observed, where J*



CHAPTER VI

ZEEMAN EFFECT

WHEN a static magnetic field B is imposed on a rotating
molecule the Hamiltonian must be corrected to include a

term indicating the interaction of the molecule with this field.

This term may be symbolized by :

HM = ~/*.B . . . (Vr.l)

Here
JLI

is the net, effective magnetic moment of the molecule

including the contributions from electronic spin and orbital

(rotational) angular momentum and the nuclear spin and
orbital (rotational) angular momentum. Since so few mole-

cules have other than 1S ground states (electronic spin angular
momentum other than zero), we consider here only

AS
molecules. Examples of molecules not having

1S ground states

would be O2, NO.
We may start from the defining equation for a magnetic

moment of charges in motion, to account for orbital contri-

butions of the charges to the effective magnetic moment of a

molecule. This relation is:

ft
- ~ SA(r, x v

f) . . . (VI.2)
2c

where et is the charge on the /th particle, r
t

is the position
vector of the /th particle from an arbitrary origin, v

t
is the

velocity vector of the /th particle and the sum is taken over

all particles.

With no loss in generality B may be taken along the space
fixed Z axis. It is convenient to express ^ in terms of the

molecule fixed axes, so the dot product of equation (VI. 1)

may be represented in terms of the direction cosines as:

54
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The problem then resolves into one of expressing fj,
in terms

of the rotational and geometric parameters related to the

molecule fixed axes.

The nuclei may be taken to form a rigid framework, as is

conventional for these problems. This introduces a tremen-

dous simplification in the analytic problem and in most cases

the error incurred will be well beyond experimental detection.

We will return later to a discussion of the effect of a non-rigid
framework where vibrational and centrifugal distortion may
modify our results.

Equation (VI.2) is then expanded and all quantities are

referred to the principal axes of inertia. A typical component
of the nuclear rotational magnetic moment has the form:

. (VI.4)

where ek is the charge of the kth nucleus, gt g' t
and g* are the

co-ordinates of the kth particle referred to the principal
inertial axes and coat a)a ', and a)g are the angular velocities

resolved along the inertial axes. But

r/>,,-^
.... (VL5)

v/

and so ///
= I>

a>G gi/
nP

(/ . . . (VI.6)

where G,/ = J-S^'
2

-

1

(?,,"
2
)

is a typical diagonal element of the G,,,/
1 tensor and

is a typical off-diagonal element.

It should be noted that P/ does not commute with $
z?

if

g ^ g'j and so in introducing equation (VI.6) into equation

(VI.3) a symmetrized form must be used. The contribution
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to the energy due to the nuclear orbital (rotational) angular
momentum is thus written as :

H* = - JBSA'GM

The electronic cloud of the molecule will have a certain

amount of orbital angular momentum (L) since it will follow

more or less the rotation of the nuclear axis. Since all electrons

have the same e\m value equation (VI.2) may be written in the

particularly simple form:

"

*-*(/

where Lg
= S/wXr, x w/)tf

. . . (VI.8)

Combining equations (VI. 3) and (VI.8), the contribution

to the energy due to the electronic orbital (rotational) angular
momentum is written as:

In Chapter II, we essentially lumped the electrons with

their atomic nuclei and considered a rigid rotating molecule.

The errors incurred by this treatment are minor as we shall

show later. A more precise formulation would have been to

write the rotational energy including explicitly the electronic

potential and kinetic energy. In this case we have

H = JS,
|-

+ - S^(p,)/ + V(g, g', g") .

where N
ff

is a component of the nuclear angular momentum
N resolved along the molecule fixed axis#; I,,

is the principal
moment of inertia on the g axis, (pa)j is a component of the

linear momentum of the
y'th electron resolved along the

molecule fixed axis g ; V(#, g'9 g") is the potential for the

electronic motion and involves only relative co-ordinates of

the particles. The total angular momentum, P, of such a
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system of particles is a constant of the motion. Then instan-

taneously
P-N+L . . . (VI.10)

The Hamiltonian of equation (VI.8), including the electronic

magnetic energy (since it also depends upon Lg) may now be

rewritten, using equation VI.9), in the form:

H - Hr + Ue + H' 4 Hm . . . (VI. 1 1)

where Hr

T P

a

9a
-

i
l

Terms in L//^ have been neglected in comparison to H',

since they are in first order independent of the rotational

state of the molecule.

Hr corresponds to the usual pure rotation Hamiltonian

and so in the usual representation in which P2 = J(J I 1)^
2
,

Pz K^, and Pz = Mft, the matrix element for Hr and

Zs,
are known. H,, corresponds to the Hamiltonian for the

usual problem of the electronic structure of a molecule at

rest in a co-ordinate system g, g' 9 g". We will here assume

that the problem of finding a representation in which He is

diagonal with respect to a lumped electronic quantum
number has been solved. H7

connects these two problems,

since, though La has no elements diagonal in in the ground
electronic state (we assume a JS electronic ground state),

La does have matrix elements off-diagonal in n, and P
ff
and

O
Z(7

have matrix elements in the rotational quantum numbers.

The matrix of H has then the form shown in Fig. 4.

The diagonal values of H,, are taken as W/. Since
- W [> |(J, K|Hr |J, K/)

-
<J', K" H,|J", K

w
)|, i.e.,

the electronic levels are of much greater spacing than the

rotational levels, the matrix elements of H' and Rme

may be
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diagonalized with respect to n in the usual approximate con-

tinued fraction form. For the ground electronic state (n -=
0),

the corrected matrix elements are of the form :

(J,K,o|H
/

4-Hro'|J^K^/I)(J^K^lIH;+H^|J^K :

^o)

. (VI. 12)

W " -- W,M
C

n = n = n'

J.K

n = n

J,K

n = n

J>K H' + H*-

HH! :L-\ : J,K

J,K

Fig. 4. Electronic-rotation energy matrix

In the original representation Lg depends only upon elec-

tronic quantum numbers w, and Pg depends only upon rota-

tional quantum numbers, so the H' matrix elements are

simply

(J, K, 0|H'|J', K', ,
K

. (VI. 13)

and the H,/ matrix elements are simply

(J, K, 0|HW4'|J', K',

. (VI. 14)
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Using the notation

O-

equation (VI. 12) may be expanded and the first order contri

butions of H' and Hm
e
written separately as:

H Hi) _ _.v y ,
tf , m 16)

ff
' ( '

We will return to the results expressed in equation (VI. 15)

in a later chapter. To consider the total magnetic perturba-

tion, equation (VI. 16) is added to equation (VI.7) which ex-

presses the energy of interaction of the nuclear rotational

magnetic moment with the static field B.

H,,,
- -

|BA^vtG^P/]);,,, -! G tff/
*(D

Zff
Pr/]

- - B2^z
. (VI.17)

where Gf//
- G,/1 -

1 G,,/
{

and G,,/= ^-Y^JJ 2mc \g
'

The form of equation (VI.17) is so chosen since the G
tf/s

represent a rotational magnetic moment ^-factor tensor

relating the rotational magnetic moment of the molecule to

the components of angular momentum in the molecule fixed

axes.

Using the known direction cosine and angular momentum
matrix elements (Table 1, equation (1.4), Chapter I) the

magnetic moment,^ expressed in equation (VI.17) may be

expanded. These results are presented in Appendix III.

In general then for any molecule in which the rotational

Hamiltonian is not diagonal for the representation used to

evaluate the magnetic energy matrix in Appendix III, a certain

transformation XT must be applied to make it diagonal. We
have seen in Chapter II how this transformation is determined.
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This same transformation must be applied to Hw to evaluate

the magnetic energy. Hm will still have off-diagonal elements

even under the transformation XT and, precisely, these would

have to be reduced to the diagonal to arrive at a completely
accurate value for the change in the rotational energy due to

the presence of the static magnetic field.

Some very adequate approximations to this whole process

present themselves.

We are interested in the diagonal elements of T~1X~1HWXT.
From the matrix of Hw it is evident that the off-diagonal
elements of the G tensor contribute in second order. The

(J, K|HM |J, K) elements involving Ggg ', g --g
f

,
are propor-

tional to K and hence are removed from the diagonal by the

symmetrizing transformation X and contribute in second and

higher order only. The transformation T has only real

elements of the form (J, K|J, K 2n) and hence the

(J, K|J, K 1) and the imaginary (J, K J, K 2) elements

ofHw which depend only upon the non-diagonal G elements

yield no diagonal contribution to the transformed energy.
Thus to first order we may simplify HTO to

Further, since T is diagonal in J, the elements of O
Z(7

off-

diagonal in J will yield no first order energy contribution. But

the elements of Oz <, diagonal in J are simply related to Pg as

~" JGH

Hence we may write

BZM

MP1VJI a /%/T IQ\

H,,,'
l'^-

T7ff^^G r,,,P/ -(VI.20)
J(J -h

In a representation in which Hr is diagonal with values W
we have the diagonal elements of the magnetic energy as:
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where, as has been shown in Chapter II,

For symmetric top molecules with z as the symmetry axis,

and

i I (G -G V ! (VI 22}*jcx I \\*zs ^Jju'J ,/i i i\l \* ***')

This equation is valid for linear molecules in the ground
bending vibrational state if K is set equal to zero.

It is evident from equation (VI.21) that the application of a

magnetic field B lifts the spatial M-degeneracy of the rotational

levels. However, the absorption frequency for TT or AM =
transitions (Bz along the radiation electric field vector) will

be changed by an amount measured by the difference in the

coefficients of MBZ for the two states involved. For a, or

AM i 1 transitions (Bz perpendicular to the radiation

electric field) the shift of the TT lines will split by an amount
measured by the magnitude of the BZM coefficient of the

upper level.



CHAPTER VII

INTERACTION OF ROTATIONAL AND
ELECTRONIC STATES

IN Chapter VI, equation (VI. 15), we have developed an

expression for the contribution to the rotational energy by the

molecular electrons. In effect this contribution may be taken

as a correction to the molecular reciprocal moments of inertia

due to the presence of electrons. Naively, the reciprocal
moments of inertia for a molecule would be calculated using
atomic rather than nuclear masses to include the effect of

the electrons. That this is only a zero order correction

may be seen by realizing that the electrons are neither con-

centrated at their corresponding nuclei, nor are they free to

precess unhindered about their nuclear centres, and hence

their spatial distribution and motion must be taken into

account.

The correction to the molecular rotational energy, calcu-

lated with nuclear masses then is, from equation (VI. 15),

Chapter VI,

A /P P /

H' V V , aa g g f\fll 1\
A/A/' n ' vvll<1 '

J
ff
J

/'

If Hr is diagonalized by the transformation XT we are

interested in the diagonal value of T-1X~1H/

XT. Using

arguments similar to those used in Chapter VI to establish

equation (VI. 18), we may show that the diagonal terms of

equation (VII.l) are given by:

<T-
1X-1HXT> - -

. (VII.2)

62
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Since the diagonalized values of H,. in the absence of H'
27T

are WR - - S
ff^<P,,

2
>, equation (VI 1.2) states that the effect

of the electrons is to add to the nuclear reciprocal moment a

term such as to give an effective reciprocal moment

By definition

h me G n
1l .....

(vn.4)
,, oe l aa 2?r e laa 27T

But
2"-

l aGeo
-

Z,kZkm((g\? + (?V] . (VII.5)

with Zfc the atomic number of the kth nucleus and (g)k the

co-ordinates of the Arth nucleus.

This is just the moment of inertia of the electrons con-

sidered concentrated at their respective nuclear centres. The
moment of inertia calculated with atomic rather than nuclear

masses is:

I atom i nuc i r olec
i O i<j,j I

</{/

This allows equation (VII.4) to be reduced to the form

(VH.7)

The correction to the reciprocal moment of inertia of a

molecule calculated in terms of atomic masses will thus be

given by the diagonal elements of the total rotational magnetic
moment tensor, G, as shown in equation (VII.7), to yield the

effective, or observed, reciprocal moment of inertia ^eff.



CHAPTER VIII

LINE SHAPES AND INTENSITIES

A MOLECULE with an electric or magnetic moment /< in the

presence of, respectively, an electric or magnetic field, F, has

a term added to its energy of the form :

HF
-~ -^.F . . (VIII. 1)

When the field vector F is time dependent such an inter-

action of a molecule with a field can give rise to changes in

the rotational state of the molecule. We will thus consider

equation (VI I I.I) to determine the frequency dependence
and intensity of this interaction of a molecule with a time

varying field.

To obtain the simplicity of the specific we will consider an

alternating electric field e7fjt) along the space fixed axis Z,

interacting with the electric dipole moment of a molecule.

The consideration of the general field and orientations, how-

ever, would follow our analysis with no purely logical difficulty.

The most direct method of achieving the desired result is

through the use of the quantum mechanical density matrix

/onm .(l). We will need to use some important properties
of the density matrix.

(1) The contracted matrix notation will be used in this chapter, i.e.,

pnm ~ (n\p\m), where n and m signify the totality of relevant quantum
numbers.

Like its classical analogue, pnn is the probability that a

system chosen at random from an ensemble will be found in

state . Hence

The mean value of an observable is the diagonal sum of the

matrix product of the observable with p.

64
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Classically this summation is replaced by an integration, it

will be remembered.

The density matrix obeys the usual equation of motion.

Pmn = ~
ft
2>i(Hmipm

-
pmfi lr) . (V11I.4)

A system of molecules, in thermal equilibrium, with a time-

dependent Uamiltonian evidently has a density matrix given

by

IfH is time-independent, and in a diagonal representation,
the density matrix in thermal equilibrium is given by the usual

Boltzmann form:

_
e AT

(VHI.6)

where dnm
= m = n

= 1 /// = n

The mean value of the molecular electric dipole moment is

written by equation (V1II.3) as:

In the presence of an electric Held

= Re[fi7/-
lw)/

]

with Re meaning "real part of," we have by definition of the

molecular susceptibility:

- (Vni.9)

where %* is the complex conjugate of #.



CHAPTER VIII

LINE SHAPES AND INTENSITIES

A MOLECULE with an electric or magnetic moment
fi

in the

presence of, respectively, an electric or magnetic field, F, has

a term added to its energy of the form:

H F
- -jM.F . . (VITI.l)

When the field vector F is time dependent such an inter-

action of a molecule with a field can give rise to changes in

the rotational state of the molecule. We will thus consider

equation (VIII.l) to determine the frequency dependence
and intensity of this interaction of a molecule with a time

varying field.

To obtain the simplicity of the specific we will consider an

alternating electric field ez(f) along the space fixed axis Z,

interacting with the electric dipole moment of a molecule.

The consideration of the general field and orientations, how-

ever, would follow our analysis with no purely logical difficulty.

The most direct method of achieving the desired result is

through the use of the quantum mechanical density matrix

/>,,m .(l). We will need to use some important properties
of the density matrix.

(1) The contracted matrix notation will be used in this chapter, i.e.,

Pnm - HH /W ) where n and m signify the totality of relevant quantum
numbers.

Like its classical analogue, pnn is the probability that a

system chosen at random from an ensemble will be found in

state n. Hence

S,p//- 1 ... (VI 1 1.2)

The mean value of an observable is the diagonal sum of the

matrix product of the observable with p.

u = 'Znflm tm (VII 1.3)
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Classically this summation is replaced by an integration, it

will be remembered.

The density matrix obeys the usual equation of motion.

(VIH.4)

A system of molecules, in thermal equilibrium, with a time-

dependent Hamiltonian evidently has a density matrix given

by
r

*T

If H is time-independent, and in a diagonal representation,

the density matrix in thermal equilibrium is given by the usual

Boltzmann form:

IfeT

where dnTO

= m ^ n
(~
1 m -

The mean value of the molecular electric dipote moment is

written by equation (VII 1.3) as:

- (VIIL7)

In the presence of an electric field

= cos

with Re meaning "real part of," we have by definition of the

molecular susceptibility:

(VIH.9)

where ^* is the complex conjugate of #.
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It will be remembered that the power attenuation of a plane

electromagnetic wave propagating in the X direction through

gas of N molecules per cubic centimetre, is given as

P(X)-P c>
>'x

. . . (VIII. 10)

,

where y =

The following calculations will then lead to an expression
for y, the absorption coefficient, which will display the

magnitude and frequency dependence of the absorption of an

electromagnetic wave by a gas.
Hard collisions will be used as a mechanism to restore

thermal equilibrium. This means that with a collision occur-

ring previously at a time t = t 0, p will start with an initial

condition of

Wo)U--= if' - (VIII.ll)

and will develop with time as a function p(t, t ). The Hamil-

tonian will be simply

H(/)--=H -//.z ez coso/-^H H V cos cat . (VIII. 12)

since the collision is assumed to be hard, or the interaction

between molecules is zero for infinitisimal separations. The
consideration of the actual form of the intermolecular poten-
tial may be carried out, but this results in no essential modifi-

cation ofour results. The specific changes are minor and are of

so little general application that it is well to dispense with the

additional complication.
The density matrix will thus be a function of the initial

time / / 0, and / as />(/,
/ ) and thus to determine p(f) for

equation (VIII.7), p(t, / ) must be integrated over all initial

conditions. The probability that a collision occurred during a
o

previous time interval t
- -

0, t dO is r~ le r
dO, since

random collisions having a mean time interval r are assumed.
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r >x, it

P(t)
-

p(t, t
- 0)r V~ ;

<IO . (VIII. 13)
Jo

Differentiating partially with respect to time gives

./'Jo

"D
/--

The second term on the right in equation (VI 1 1. 14) arises

since / is a function of / through 0. The density matrix

develops with time from a given initial time / as given

by equation (V1I1.4). Since H(t) is independent of 0, by

using equation (VII 1.1 3) the first term on the right-hand
side of equation (VII 1. 14) may be reduced to:

The second term on the right of equation (VIII. 14) is integrated

by parts to yield - r-V) -
/>o(')]

where pQ(t)
~

p(t, / - /)

The equation of motion for
/>(/,

/ ) averaged over / may
be written in terms ofa parameter measuring the instantaneous

deviation of this average from thermal equilibrium as

D(0 -

JI(0

The quantity p (/) is of the form e k
'

Y
, since in equation

(VJ 11.20) the denominator is shown to be a constant. Then

H(0/> (0 Po(/)H(r)
== 0. This follows from expanding the

exponential into an absolutely converging power series in

H(/). Since H(0 must commute with itself and with powers
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of itself, H(/) must commute with each term of the series, i.e.,

H(/) must commute with p (t). The differential equation
satisfied by D(>) is given as :

ul II

o
-T^DC/) I V A)( . (VIII. 15)

dt

In a representation in which H is diagonal with charac-

teristic values W equation (VIII. 15) may be written as:

I T~ ]
I D (t) -- - fo

I
'

/
L'HJ/JV'/ -\, LfO

SitV^D/i.C)
- DMZ(/)V,J cos CD/ (VIII.16)

where feo =- Wm
- Wn

-wnConsider now the form of
[/> (/)]

[WO n

Since, for practical reasons, V must be small with respect to

&T, the numerator may be expanded as:

r M
L A-T
Lc

. (VIIL18)
_ .

JL
The matrix elements of e *T are evaluated by expanding
_H

e kT in an absolutely converging power series in H /A:T.

If H is diagonal with values W then all powers of H are
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diagonal and equal to W to the same power. The relation

r ...AM

k /T
Jw r~^ A-1

#,,m follows immediately.
The symmetrized form is used in the usual fashion to insure

[
!

that p (t) is hcrmitian, for V will not commute with [e
XT

J.

Since H is diagonal equation (VI 1 1. 18) reduces to:

r H(0] _ w,,, r w _ \v]L AT ... e /T A _. L, AT
! e AT

Lc J/H/J
"

* u //< Lc c J

vv

. (VIII. 19)

In a similar fashion the denominator of equation (VIII. 17)

may be expanded as :

w, w, \v,

Z" w
-i- Z" w V cosn

The equality results from the fact that V,,
--

(///)/^/ 0,

since as argued in Chapter V in a representation in which H
is diagonal, the symmetrized form of ///, i.e., X^'/r/X, has

no diagonal matrix elements.

These results may be written as

V
cos

_
c AT

where
/o0m

If only a weak radiation field is considered then D will

differ little from zero and so the terms such as VmlD ln may
be ignored. The effect of these terms will be considered later.

In this case the equation of motion for D(t) becomes

iW,nn -I I"1
0)

sm

. (VII1.22)
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The steady state solution to this equation is:

V, / co

- IT
-I

1

>- it" I

(I)

(
r-\

c' . (V1I1.23)
,nn

Since />,(/)
-

[pt)]mn !
DW1M(/)

equation (VI II.7) may be written as:

'

iut I

0) CO,,,,,, + IT'

\
-

(t)

0)

'm n IT

. (VIII.24)

Since
/<z must be hermitian, (//z),,m - (///),*

(A*z)'mn(/*z)w
~

|(/'z)*n|
2

- ^c molecular susceptibility
defined by equation (Vlil.9) is thus identified as'

(ft.+A.)(l

* so

as

v XZ
"~ ^

CO CO.

. (VI1I.25)

The two bracketed factors in equation (VIII.24) are obviously
not complex conjugates, but the form # H -

#* is achieved by

pairing mn and nm terms in summation.

The final evaluation of the absorption coefficient yields :

r = .-2

. (VIII.26)

The form of equation (VIII.26) may be changed to make it

more manageable. The equation may be made symmetric
inm and n by grouping terms in nm and nm since comn conm .
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Only a single index need be summed by called o)mn co nwi

CD
i
> 0. The energy Ww which has a rotational quantum

number J will be (2J | 1) degenerate sinceWm is independent
of M, the projection of J on the space fixed Z axis. If there

exist nuclei off a symmetry axis in the molecule the effective

degeneracy of the /th transition will be increased by the

nuclear spin statistical factory. With (,] taken to include

all the degenerate values of o)
(
the summations in equation

(VI1I.27) may be replaced by one over the M-dcgeneracy for

// z
2 and one over

/',
to account for the contributions from

energetically distinct states.

i

((J)
- >~

--T-i

w,
>T

/ //">l\

(l \-e
/>T

j
. (VIII.27)

In microwave spectroscopy the non-degenerate absorption

frequencies, w,, will differ greatly compared to r" 1

, hence y
need only be taken as being due to the transition nearest

resonance. Further, microwave absorptions will have
? kT and so y may be finally simplified to

y '^ )>

dtr to/)
8

W,

<r

where W,, IM i]

Most of the terms in equation (VI 1 1.29) are self explanatory.
The mean free time, r, should be determinable from viscosity

data, though actual measurements of rotational spectra at

room temperature show this spectroscopic value to be smaller

by as much as a factor of 15. The difference between r bs and
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may be accounted for by considering the actual form of

the energy of interaction between colliding molecules, instead

of assuming hard collisions as was done above. W,- is the

average of the initial and final state energies in an absorption

transition and ^/(2J -f Dgje
AT

is the familiar partition sum.

We must consider further the form of the dipole moment
term.

The dipole moment factor may be written in terms of the

components of the molecular dipole moment along the

gyrating molecule-fixed axes (
t̂

x, y, z) and the direction

cosines. In a representation in which P, P~, and Pz are diagonal
the direction cosine matrix elements are given in Table 1.

Tn a representation in which H,. is diagonal they are given as

T^X^OifyXT, where XT is the diagonalizing transformation

of Chapter 1 1.

f
iv --: S^T^X-'O^XT . (VIII.29)

and from the properties of X^O^X it is readily shown that

As it may be seen from the degeneracy of the space fixed

axes, or from direct calculation, the summation over F is

accomplished by multiplying the total contribution of any

Fby3.

The summation over M may be performed at any time since

XT is diagonal in M. The work implied by equation (VII 1.31)

is, of course, great in any general asymmetric top. However,
as we have seen tables are available which give the total

line strength,

(VIIJ.32)

Interpolation in these tables will give h,, for any desired K

to the practical accuracy necessary. Thus we may use

tabulated values for

XM |(//-X )M |/
2 --

i^AiM'iyC/'iiOALM'l/
2 "

3^i//'-v
2Wv(f)]/

. (V1II.33)
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In establishing equation (VIII.22), the radiation field was
assumed weak so that terms such as V,,, {D,W could be ignored.
If these terms are considered to a magnitude so that V is

small compared with internal molecular potentials then a

solution to the equation of motion for Dmn(t) takes the form
of Rwn 4 Pwn (l) <r-*"' + PnJ-V'"', i.e., no induced dipole
moment varying as c f y2"''

exists. The resulting equations for

R, and P ( + )

may be solved readily in the neighbourhood of a

particular resonance o>,
-- o>mn > since the matrix elements

RfMtwi R and PJW
(I) need be considered. The final result is

to modify equation (VI 1 1.28) by setting

V T-'|(/,Z ) M |*

j

. (VIII.34)

Thus as |(//Z)M fz//* becomes comparable with r~ l the line

begins to broaden and the absorption coefficient decreases.

This saturation is M-dependent in the sense that those transi-

tions between M states having the largest value of /t v will

saturate first. The saturation arises in fact from the presence
of the time independent terms R,,w/>/ and R,,,, in the expression
for D /wn(f) which signify a permanent deviation from thermal

equilibrium, i.e., the radiation field tends to equate the

population density of states /// and n and hence to decrease the

difference between absorption transitions (foMn > 0) and

emission transitions (o>nm).

Inspection of the properties of the direction cosine matrix

elements allows some general statements to be made.

First, electric dipole transitions have finite intensities only
for changes in the total angular momentum J of -b 1 or 0,

since the direction cosines have only this type element. A
molecule with a dipole moment along the a axis (axis of least

inertia) would have a z axis dipole moment in a (I) representa-
tion (which leads in the limit to prolate symmetric rotors).

Since OF , has only (K|K) elements and the diagonalizing

transformation XT leaves it with no elements diagonal in T
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and with only all even or all odd K matrix elements, the

oddness or evenness of the prolate top K(K.,) must remain

unchanged and that of K+1 must change for a finite transition

probability.

Similarly, for a dipole moment on the c axis (the z axis in

a (III) representation) K tl must not change evenness or odd-

ness, but K..x must do so. And finally for a dipole moment
on the b axis (the z axis in a (II) representation) both K+l
and K__i must change evenness or oddness. Since a symmetric

top, by symmetry, may have a dipole moment only along the

z, or symmetry axis, the familiar selection rule AK is

required. Note, however, that our above arguments allow

transitions between the degenerate K levels, i.e., M, 0.

This fact allows symmetric tops to have a non-resonant

absorption which results when (o
f

is inserted in equation
(VI 11.27). The non-resonant absorption may be reduced

readily to the simple form: 22 " 1

(.VIII. 35)2 _i j
CO

\
T

The resonant absorptions in linear molecules will have the

selection rule AJ
|

1. In this case, equation (VIH.29)
reduces to

/-> i 9T9 / \ 9 i *>

3fA;-T2 (a) to,)
2

-[- r -

Awyj D
~XT~ 'VII

IJ6)

It should be observed that equations (V1II.27) and (VIir.36)

give the total intensity of a transition in the absence of fine

structure splitting due to nuclear quadrupole effect, Stark

effect, and Zeeman effect. The relative intensity for the com-

ponents for the quadrupole effect have been given in Chapter
IV, while the relative intensities of the Stark and Zeeman

components are given by the squares of the M-dependent
factors of the appropriate direction cosine matrix elements.



CHAPTER IX

UNIQUE MICROWAVL: TRANSITIONS

A. OxweniOJ
m \. "

MOLECULAR oxygen is diatomic, and in a '^ electronic

ground state, having III of uncompensatcd spin angular
momentum and zero electronic orbital angular momentum.
The magnetic moment of two Bohr magnetons associated with

this spin angular moment gives the molecule a permanent

magnetic moment. The oxygen molecule for this reason

exhibits its well-known paramagnetism, and is capable of

interacting with an electromagnetic radiation field. The
addition of the spin angular momentum P

>s
-= h to the nuclear

rotational angular momentum, yields a resultant angular
momentum P of

P|
- Ps |

-I: |PH ,
PN |

This gives rise to a spin-triplet structure for the spin-rotational

energy levels, which is of microwave interest.

The part of the Hamiltonian of interest for the microwave

region will consist of three contributions, the nuclear rota-

tional energy, the magnetic energy, resulting from the inter-

action of the two uncompensated spins, and the magnetic

energy resulting from the interaction of the spin magnetic
moment and rotational induced molecular magnetic moment.

Explicitly these terms are written classically as:

PX? ,

<** v
- 3(PS/ . r, A.)(Psfc . /v,,) I- Ps/ . PSA.|r, fc

2

2 [ /WV *"'*'
\r lL

^,B,.PS ,
. (IX.l)

me
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where

/
~~

*~*k i I**

and P
iS/

is the spin angular momentum of the /th electron.

The third term in equation (IX. 1) describes the Thomas
form for the interaction of an electron spin magnetic moment
with the magnetic field of its own rotation induced angular

momentum, while the fourth term includes the interaction of

the spin magnetic moment with the magnetic fields resulting
from the angular momentum of the positively charged nuclei

and the rotation induced angular momentum of the other

electrons. Since the rotation induced electronic angular
momentum is, from Chapter VI, proportional to Px , these

two terms may be shown to be equivalent to

.2)

The second term in expression (IX. 1) may be expanded in

terms of the components of the vectors on the molecule fixed

^-axes. Cross product terms such as (r/^r/j.)/ have no

matrix elements diagonal in the electronic angular momentum

quantum numbers from symmetry of the oxygen molecule.

We are only concerned with the terms :

e*

. (IX.3)

From symmetry also jr
/fc

a
yik

2
, if z?fc is the component of rik

on the internuclear axis. This simplifies equation (IX.3) to:

/- 2 __ v.. 2\
tk '*' '

2(PS),,,(PS)(.J
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Oxygen has only two unbalanced electrons, so /, k I, 2.

The components ofthe total spin Ps are(Ps ).r
--- (Ps )i,, I- (Ps)2.'"

Equation (IX.4) may then be simplified by writing it as:

HSS
" oo \

' "

I c
117"/"'" \ 1* 3
HI C N / i>

I I'M

The squares of the individual spin operators and the total spin

angular momentum are constants for the ground electronic

state, so only the dependence of Hss on PSz
a

is of interest.

For notational simplicity, we may write

Hss

The quantum representation of the Hamiltonian of equation
(IX. 1 ) may conveniently be given in a representation known as

Hund's type "a". This is a representation in which the square
of the total spin angular momentum Ps is diagonal and equal
to S(S + l)^

2 and its z axis projection is diagonal and equal
to X/i. The square of the total angular momentum, P, may
also be taken as diagonal and equal to F(F + l)ft

2
, its z axis

projection being also /& (since PN has no z axis component)
and its Z axis component M/L- In this representation the

terms PN . Ps of equation (IX.2) and PN
2 of equation (IX. 1)

are given as :

PN PS P PS
~

PS"

PN
2 - P2 + Ps

2 - 2P . Ps . . (IX.7)

With the aid of equations (1X.2), (FX.6), and (IX.7),

equation (IX. 1) may be given as:

H - 2nbP2
lfl + 1n(.i

- 2b)P .

Terms in Ps
a have been suppressed, since they are constant

for the ground electronic state. The matrix elements of

P . Ps must now be considered. This term is just PxPSa -

+ PuPSu I- PgPs *, the last term being diagonal and equal to

from our choice of representation. The commutation
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relations for Ps may be solved to yield the matrix elements of

PSr and P
s// in the ground electronic state. These relations are :

The sign of / is plus since the components are measured with

respect to the assumed fixed molecular co-ordinates. The
solution to equation (IX.9) with the constraint that

Ps
~

S(S \- 1)A
2

is identical in form to that for Px and P v

(S, X P
S(/ S, I 4: 1) _L /(S, I Ps, S, I 4. i)

:=\ v'S(S ! 1) Iff 1) . (IX.10)

From the known matrix elements of P^ and Py we have,

(F, F, - -- I, M, S, S c
-

Z\P*?tix -I P,PS ,

F,F,: Xl 1,M,S,S,-S 1)

L2 . .

V[F(F | 1)
- S(S J : 1)][S(S I 1)

- S(S i- D]

. (IX. II)

The matrix element notation of equation (IX.il) may be

simplified by noting that F5 S,, hence only one ^ need be

used to designate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian.

Equation (IX.8) is now written as:

(F, M,S,S|H|F, M,S,S)

\-\)h- (2b -

f
i

(F, M, S, 2|H|F, M, S, S 1)
- - h

-(2b - //,)

V[F(F I 1) Iff i 1)][S(S I 1)
- Iff 1)]

. (IX. 12)

For the ground state of oxygen S ---
1, S 0, -h 1, so the

matrix of the Hamiltonian of a given F state is
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X - -
1 x o :

7>[F(F |-1) 2] \(2b //) .

79

! 2A
// v2F(F i 1)

. />F(F i 1)

V2F(F

.1(27? //,)
.

\'2F(F i I)

l(2h --//) . />[F(F ! I) -2]

\2F(F i 1)

. (IX.I3)

The symmctri/ing transformation X factors each F factor

of H into the form

(F|H|F)

7;[F(F i 1) 2]

-}- 2A -j- ii -(2h ft) .

AF(F I 1)

(2b

v'F(F -I- 1)

VF(F-| 1)

M) 2]

2A I-/*

. (IX. 14)

The most abundant isotopic form of the oxygen molecule

is the homonuclear molecule with O16 nuclei which have zero

spin. The Pauli exclusion principle thus requires that when F
is odd then only the antisymmetric combination of H states

be used, i.e., the first row and column of equation (IX. 14).

Fodd : WF
-

/;{/>[F(F I 1)
-

2] |- 2A -| //.}
. (IX. 15)

When F is even the symmetric state and the symmetric
combination of -f 1 states is allowed. This includes just

the last two rows and columns of equation (IX. 14), so the
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energy given by the solution of the quadratic secular deter-

minant is :

Feven : WF
-

h{bF(F -\
-

1) h
\
A I //,/2

4: \7A2 - M2b - /<) I (h
-

///2)
2
(2F -[- I)

2
} . (IX.16)

The evolution of the spin-rotation triplet depicted by

equations (IX. 15) and (IX.16) may be shown as in Fig. 5.

(
\
\

\

\

\

\

\
\

\

\

F(ODD) V-
\ fT

^'
F-l ''''

F-2

Fig. 5. Oxygen spin triplet

The selection rule on F is AF -b 1,0 and so the transition

frequencies may be indicated, with b -
///2 6 , as:

VF-H-F
~ -

(2F + 3)^o I
^ ~ /'(F ID

-}- V(2F

r-i-.F- -(2F- l)^o I A f /*F

- \/(2F

These frequencies are approximately 60,000 Mc/s, the

approximate empirical values for the parameters being,

bQ
-

43,101 Mc/s, A -- 59,475 Mc/s, and
/
= - 255 Mc/s.

A Ammonia (NH3)

In the ammonia molecule the nitrogen nucleus sits at the

apex of a pyramid over the plane of the three hydrogen
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nuclei. The potential holding the nitrogen nucleus out of the

plane of the hydrogen nuclei is large but finite. For this

reason, any vibrational state of the ammonia molecule in-

volving a motion of the nitrogen nucleus perpendicular to the

plane of the hydrogens will have a potential curve in terms of

the normal co-ordinate q as shown in Fig. 6 (b). Fig. 6 (a)

Fig. 6. Vibration potential energy forms

illustrates the usual simple potential that would exist if the

nitrogen were repelled from the hydrogen plane by an infinite

potential; the possibility of the nitrogen being on cither side

of the plane being recognized. Fig. 6 (c) indicates the potential
for the case of no barrier at the plane of the hydrogen nuclei,

i.e., for the case of the equivalent planar molecule.

The characteristic energy levels for cases (a) and (c), when
the two halves of (r) do not interact areWc hvc(v + J) and

roughly Wffl
2hvc(v -\ i). The levels for W,, are doubly

degenerate since two potentials are involved. The levels for

the hindering potential case (A), are qualitatively determined
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by noting that for low vibrationat energy case (b) is approxi-
mated by case (), while for high vibrational energies the

hindering potential is of little relative importance and case (b)

is approximated by case (c). Intermediate levels are inter-

polated as in Fig. 6.

Most molecules having an inversion are of the form of case

(a). The possibility of inversion brings about a doubling of

vibrational states, while the improbability of the inversion

makes them degenerate. Proper state functions for these

degenerate levels arc, as usual, the symmetric and anti-

symmetric combinations of the individual degenerate states

of oscillation on cither side of the infinite barrier potential.
The symmetry symbol (+.) used for cases (a) and (/>) give, in

fact, the oddness or evenness of the equivalent vibrational

state quantum number in case (r).

Ammonia is then truly a perturbed form of case (a] though
for the sake of quantitative simplicity it will be considered as

a perturbation of case (c). In a representation in which the

harmonic terms of case (c) arc diagonal the matrix elements

of the normalized co-ordinate and momentum are :

W r
-= hve(v I- J)

The hindering potential may be taken to be of the form:

The exponential may be expanded in an absolutely con-

verging series in (f
n

, and so the matrix elements of H
7/
are

immediately determined in terms of the matrix elements of the

even powers of
q.

The matrix elements of
<y

2 are of the type
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(v\v) and (v\v _L 2) and so the matrix elements of H,, are of the

form (v\v ! 2//), where // is a positive integer and v 2n > 0.

The problem is now formally (if not practically) solved.

The matrix elements of the vibrational plus barrier Hamil-

tonian are known. The new, perturbed, energy levels W,,/ are

determined by forming the infinite secular determinant from

this matrix, and setting it equal to zero.

\(v\U -\-H*!;')
-

<S
PI/W DI --0

This is a tedious procedure to carry out exactly, but some

insight of the problem is gained by considering approxima-
tions. This sum may be put into closed form as, for example :

=V8
/(

Two simplifications of the problem are now evident. First,

the barrier perturbation, being an even function of q, has

matrix elements only between even values of v or only between

odd values of v. Since the harmonic energy is already diagonal,
the matrix formed by the addition of the barrier potential is

immediately factorable into two sub-matrices of even and

odd v. Second, the general form of the matrix elements of

H/, for even v have a leading term in V </, while those for odd v

have a leading term in V </
:$

. Since d < I, i.e., the barrier

width is less 'than the characteristic ground state normal

co-ordinate q, the perturbation of the odd v states may be

ignored for a first approximation.

Many of the matrix elements ofHh may be determined most

easily by recursion relations derived by demanding that the

Hamiltonian commute with powers of q. For example,
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consideration of the (v + 1
\v) term of the general relation

</HA
- Uhq

- leads to the equation :

Vv+i[(v\Hh\v)-(v I- 1 H*|tH-l)]

- Vv(v - 1 Hh \v + 1)
-

Vv~\~2(v | 2|HA |t;)

and with v and 1 the following relations are obtained:

(0|H,|0) -(l|H,|l)-~ V'2(2|HA |0)

-(2|H /t |2)]
-

(0|H/( |2)
- V

x

2(3|H/t

If terms in d 3 are to be neglected these equations quickly

yield the approximate matrix elements for even v by setting the

odd v matrix elements equal to zero. A few more examples
will be given. Since

((%
2
H,t

- Hhf\v)
-

then:

V2(2|H,|?;)
- V(v + 2)(v+\)(0\Hlt \v \ 2)

+ Vv(v -
I)(0|Ha|t;

-
2) +

Since

(0|^H7t

- Khq\v -I- 1)
=

then:

(1|H> + 1)
== Vv + 1(0|H, -| Vv -I 2(0\Hfl \v + 2)

When v is even then

0^ Vv n(0|HA |tf)
-I- Vv + 2(0|HA |v 1- 2)

For the case of ammonia only the symmetrical stretching
vibrational state is appreciably perturbed by the inversion

barrier. If the states of odd v for this vibrational state are

considered unperturbed, then only the v 0, 2, and 4 states

are appreciably perturbed from their simple harmonic energies.
The experimentally observed energy shifts are:

(v -= 0) ^ hvc

- 2) c^ Q-95hve

(w
= 4) ^ Q-35hve
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If the approximate secular determinant involving only
v 0, 2, 4, 6 is diagonalized by continued fraction form the

slow convergence of harmonic oscillator perturbation calcu-

lations is evident. Some simplification results by assuming
trial solutions of the form Wv

-= hvc(v + J) -| A(V) with the

observed value of A(v) being used. This procedure should

generate A(v) for an appropriate value of \V/. A rough
calculation of this type indicates \^l^2hvc and since V
must be of the order of 4/n>

(
, (since its affect nearly vanishes

for vibrational states of energy higher than this) then d must

be of the order of \. Certainly in this event a more careful

calculation must be made. This problem is not of sufficient

general interest however to justify further discussion.

Suffice it to say that the ground state splitting (0 -|- -> )

is characteristic of a microwave frequency. Actually not a

single absorption occurs, for vibration-rotation interaction

makes the transition frequency dependent upon the rotational

state quantum numbers J and K. An experimentally derived

expression for this inversion transition frequency is given by

v - 23,785-8
-

15l-450J(J + 1) |- 211-342K
2

h 0-503027(J + D2 -
1-38538J(J + 1)K

2 + 0-0401 55K4

- 0-001 259997J3
(J 1 I)

3 + 0-005 182367J2
(J + 1)

2K2

-
0-007088534J(J -|- 1)K

4
|
0-003210437K6

Mc/s

K 7* 3 (Inexact), K ^ (Unallowed)

These absorption frequencies are accurately known and

since the absorption is relatively intense, they provide fre-

quency standards for a portion of the microwave region.
It is well to make one final point regarding transition

probabilities. The dipole moment components /*, referred to

in Chapter VJIF, are the average dipole moment components
for a given electronic and vibrational state. Ammonia, for

example, has its charge co-ordinates directly proportional to

the inversion normal co-ordinate q.
The vibration-inversion

matrix elements of the dipole moment are then proportional
to the matrix elements of q. The dipole moment thus has
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matrix elements different from zero only when an inversion

transition is involved. This is physically reasonable, for the

mean value of a dipole moment of an inverting molecule must

certainly be zero. In short, not only must a rotational transi-

tion be made to have a finite absorption intensity, but also an

inversion transition must be simultaneously induced. For

most molecules having an inversion state, other than ammonia,
the inversion rotation transition is between degenerate inver-

sion levels and the inversion in no way affects the rotational

spectrum. Ammonia, however, has a microwave vibration-

rotation spectrum in which the rotational transitions are

between degenerate K rotational states and non-degenerate
inversion states. The dipole moment component /<, will not

be its value diagonal in electronic and vibrational quantum
numbers, but its value diagonal in electronic quantum num-
bers and off-diagonal in the inversion quantum number, or

rather the inversion index (), i.e., // (+ /n
(J \

).



CHAPTER X

EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

THE understanding of the apparatus for microwave spcctros-

copy demands much practical and theoretical knowledge of

electric circuits, both lumped and distributed. This section

will assume a fair amount of familiarity with these things and
will attempt to justify only the special considerations which

must be observed. There are so many good reference texts

on the behaviour of microwave and lumped constant circuits

that omission of general material will be of little inconvenience

to those whose interests or adaptabilities have attracted them
to this field in the first place.

Tn the section that follows brief consideration will be given
to essentially a single type of microwave spectroscope.

Though the view may seem limited, the waveguide-Stark
modulated type to be considered is certainly the workhorse of

the field and special types of systems are very readily studied

by comparison with a single, well-understood apparatus.
It must be borne in mind that even a single general apparatus

is susceptible to many modifications of detail. The actual form

of the details will be dictated little by the general problem but

mainly by the background and inclinations of the designer and

by the need to obtain facility and efficiency of the apparatus
in such a fashion as to utilize available components. It is

therefore of little meaning to consider details in general and for

that reason particular details in the following should be con-

sidered only as a locally accepted engineering approximation
to the desired end.

The spectroscope which will be used to study the rotational

energy levels of a molecule may be conveniently idealized as

a three component system. Monochromatic radiation from a

suitable source is caused to traverse a cell containing the gas
to be studied and then is absorbed by a detector.

87
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With a given power P, incident on the cell we calculate the

signal power induced by switching from a condition of

absorption in the cell to no absorption in the cell. This

switching may be accomplished (1) by changing the frequency
of the radiation from the resonant frequency to a frequency
far from resonance, (2) by pumping the gas from the cell, or

(3) by shifting the resonant frequency by an applied electric or

magnetic field. In principle all absorption detection schemes

may be thought of in terms of this switching model.

Incident power on the detector is given as:

PO -= p,c
fr'-H'y

. . . (x.i)

where yc cell absorption coefficient,

y -
gas absorption coefficient,

/ equivalent free space length of cell.

Since y may be thought of as time dependent with a funda-

mental frequency /, the radiation is considered amplitude

modulated with a voltage modulation index 1 e 2 g. ,

since limiting values of yl are very much less than 1. If y is

square wave modulated the amplitude of the fundamental

component is -
.

- - with respect to the carrier and hence the
4 +*

relative voltage amplitude of each fundamental side band is

-. The total mean signal side band power is thus:

-r,i y
2
/
2

S
- P

t
e '

Y-
.,

. . . (X.2)

The noise in competition with this signal arises from the

radiation source, the detector and the first stages of the

amplifier. The noise power contribution of these sources per

cycle per second may be written in terms of a coefficient and
the available thermal noise power/c/s, kl.
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The signal to noise power ratio in the amplifier is thus

given as :

rp -<'' r
2
'
2

GP
'

?n "(Gs + d \ a 1)A:TB
' '

where G detector conversion loss factor,

s source noise proportionality factor,

d detector noise proportionality factor,

a amplifier noise proportionality factor,

B amplifier bandwidth.

Optimum system design then is a matter of selecting com-

ponents to maximize this signal to noise ratio.

Unfortunately little is known about the factor s. As sources

of radiation one has klystrons or magnetrons from which to

choose. For ease of operation klystrons are generally chosen

as a source. The value of s for klystrons or magnetrons is in

doubt and difficult to measure, fn any case engineering

experience shows that it is indeed difficult to make oscillators

with a noise power/c/s much less than I0~ 15 of the carrier

level. That magnetrons can be made consistently as good
as this is doubtful. Klystrons may possibly be as good as

this at frequencies near the carrier. Published measurements

with klystrons indicate that the noise power/c/s at 10 Mc/s
and 30 Mc/s away from the carrier is about 10~16 below the

carrier. This noise may be thought to be due to the simple
diode noise output of the klystron having a beam current I

and an effective cavity shunt resistance of R s . This noise

power/c/s is then just 2?1RS and will vary only slowly with

frequency deviation from the carrier since R s is a slowly

varying function. Thus the klystron noise power/c/s measured

several megacycles per second from the carrier should be with-

in an order of magnitude of the noise power/c/s, within a

few hundred cycles per second from the carrier. This has

been verified in the writer's laboratory using a barretter detec-

tor at 600 c/s. One is tempted then, to write the factor s,
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which should be not too pessimistic for any good source of

radiation, as:

s - ?,e -yiO
l8
A:T . . . (X.4)

The available detectors are either the germanium or silicon

crystal diodes or thermal detectors. Crystal diodes have a

randomly variable component of resistance which depends on
the frequency as

I//.
For this reason the factor d depends

upon the incident power and monitoring frequency /'as:

p 2, -27,7

d - R '

i
1 . . . (X.5)

R is a constant of a particular crystal and microwave region.
Thermal detectors appear essentially as a pure resistance with

d probably no greater than 2. However, the conversion loss

G for these two detectors is greatly different in magnitude,

though for both both conversion gain is proportional to the

the incident power and may be given as:

G-SP,* *''
. . . (X.6)

where S is also a constant of the individual detector.

Present crystal detectors have an S which is roughly 10 :J

times that of available barretters or thermal detectors, e.g.,

for a 1N26 crystal at low levels (below 10~3 W) S is about

104 W"1
,
while for a barretter with a typical sensitivity of

40 V/W at a 200 ohm level S is given as 402
/200

- 8 W"1
.

The amplifier noise factor will depend on the monitoring

frequency f,
but for less than 106 c/s it should be about 1,

since at these frequencies transit time places negligible restric-

tion on achievable amplifier noise figure. With reasonable

design care it will certainly be no worse than 2.

The criterion for detection of the effect of an absorption

may be taken as being a signal to noise ratio of 1 . With a 2,

equation (X.3) may then be solved for y as:

For crystal detector:
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For thermal detector:

}'min

It may be seen from equation (X.6) that the optimum length
of cell for a crystal detector is that which reduces the generator

power at the detector so that the additional noise power due

to the source and detector equals the amplifier input noise.

For typical values R - 1016 W~'2sec !

,
S 104 W-1

, /'- 6 x 103 c/s, P,
- 10

3 W, /
0| ,t. is about 6/7,.. Though this

length varies logarithmically with incident power P,, a rough
value for the minimum detectable signal may be given as :

(X.7)
AT

"

For a thermal detector, equation (X.6b) shows that the

optimum length is one which reduces the source noise power
to a level comparable with the amplifier input noise. Again

roughly, ycl must be about 1 so that the minimum detectable

absorption coefficient is

10-'
fiB . . (X.8)

The form for equation (X.8) is so chosen to indicate that

the limiting sensitivity of a thermal detector system depends

upon the noise contribution of the generator, typified by the

1 0~16/c/s factor which we have assumed. In any case equations

(X.7) and (X.8) are roughly equivalent. These equations also

show the well-known fact that any sensitivity is available as

long as one is willing to restrict B to a small enough value.

This means that the response time of the system must become

very long and the data-taking time accordingly lengthened.
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B may be taken reasonably as small as 10~2
c/s in which case

a typical limiting value for y is about 10~8yc or about 10~n cm"1

for a waveguide cell for 1-cm wavelength radiation, and at

least 60m long! A realistic cell length would be less than

optimum and the ym[n would be somewhat larger.



CHAPTER XI

SOURCES OF RADIATION

As we have remarked previously, klystrons of the reflex type
are generally used as sources for microwave radiation. The
source noise is apparently tolerable and this type of tube is

readily tuned in frequency by variation of the reflector anode

potential as a fine tuning control and by mechanical deforma-

tion of the resonant cavity as a coarse tuning control. Tubes

are available to cover most of the microwave region. They
have reasonable input power requirement, the d.c. voltages

running from 300 V to 3000 V with d.c. current drain the

order of 10 to 50 mA. Power output is a convenient amount,

ranging from a few to hundreds of milliwatts.

In regions where fundamental oscillators are not available,

frequency multiplication by non-linear elements such as silicon

crystals has been used. Such a procedure lowers the available

power and undoubtedly increases the effective source noise

power. This condition is tolerated since the associated detec-

tors are poor and much less than optimum operating sensitivity

is needed to do effective work. It will be noted that the system

parameters appear under a square root radical so their varia-

tion has a much less drastic effect on the minimum detectable

absorption than might be supposed. Furthermore, these

frequency multiplying techniques need only be resorted to at

frequencies in excess of 35,000 Mc/s and here the frequency

dependence of the absorption coefficient allows larger values

of y to be expected for equivalent interaction of a molecule

with the radiation field.

The use of microwave frequency multiplication techniques
is not to be advised for general use for it requires the develop-
ment of microwave R.F. circuits to accomplish the multiplica-
tion. These are not generally available commercially.
The klystrons themselves should be operated from very

93
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good power supplies, to obtain as clean and stable a c.w.

carrier as possible. The frequency may then be swept in a

controlled fashion by applying a low repetition frequency
saw-tooth potential to the reflector anode or the course tuning

adjustment may be driven from a gear train and motor.

THERMAL
GRID

^900Mc/sec,MULTlPLE OF
'

50kc/sec CRYSTAL OSC

AND/OR
REPELLER

KLYSTRON!
CRYSTAL
MULTIPLIER

MAGIC
TEE

CRYSTAL DETECTOR

TUNABLE F-M
RECEIVER

ATTEN

) (ATTEN

1
MECHANICAL
TUNER

TOGAS
CELL

Fig. 7. Frequency stabilizer block diagram

Alternatively, and more elegantly, the klystron may be locked

with a variable difference frequency from a frequency stable

oscillator, and the difference frequency varied slowly with

time. If a frequency standard is available harmonics of it may
be used to improve the klystron stability

in this way. Fig. 7

shows a block diagram of such an arrangement. Alternatively,

the stable frequency may be derived from a second fixed-

frequency, cavity-stabilized, klystron.



CHAPTER XII

SAMPLE CELL

A DISCUSSION of sample cells must be prefaced by a few

remarks on resolution. In spectroscopic measurements high

accuracy is dependent upon the minimum line breadth that

may be obtained compatibly with signal strength. We have

seen that the line broadening due to pressure may be reduced

with no loss in intensity, as long as the mean free path is

proportional to pressure. Certainly this will not be the case

when the smallest cell dimension becomes comparable with the

mean free path. Lowering the pressure further in an attempt
to lengthen the mean free path will thus be of no avail and the

line will remain nearly constant in shape and diminish in

intensity. If the cell dimensions arc further increased to

accommodate longer mean free paths, other causes of line

broadening may become of importance and limit further

attempts to reduce line breadth by lowering the vapour

pressure. Doppler broadening, caused by the motion of the

molecules relative to the electromagnetic field equi-phase
surfaces, will also set a lower limit on the reduction of line

breadth. Natural line breadth in the microwave region is

usually negligible.

These various sources of line broadening may be listed in

engineering formulae for quick calculation as:

7~~
Mc/s due to radiation field

A

T \*
I 10 6

Mc/s due to Doppler

to
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where p is dipole moment in debye (10~
18

esu-cm), P is radia-

tion power in watts, A is guide cross-section in square centi-

metres, v is absorption frequency in megacycles per second,
M is molecular weight, a is smallest guide dimension in

centimetres.

In short, a cell should be chosen so that these limiting line

breadths are the same order of magnitude. This means that a

wave guide cell of generous dimensions and cross-sectional

area should be used.

In order to differentiate between variation of power with

frequency due to electrical properties of source, cell or detector

a method of modulating the absorption must be used. Since

nearly all molecules of interest have electric dipole moments
the Stark modulation scheme is generally used. This requires
an electrode within the cell, preferably of a configuration such

as to produce a nearly uniform electric field so that a unique
value may be assigned to the field strength. This Stark elec-

trode is most suitably placed symmetrically within a rectangular

guide so as to interfere as little as possible with the radiation

field, as in Fig. 8. This arrangement yields a high static field

uniformity in the central portion of the guide where the radia-

tion electric field is the greatest, i.e., where the majority of the

actual transitions occur. The electrostatic stresses on the

guide are also symmetrical so that as the static electric field is

varied in amplitude a minimum amount of energy is coupled
into the mechanical vibrational modes of the cell. This is a

very important consideration, for such mechanical modulation

may also modulate the transmitted power in a fashion

indistinguishable from the modulation due to an absorbing
molecule. This mechanical modulation gives rise, in the

detector, to what is known as guide noise, i.e., any signal

independent of the gas in the cell, which is coherent with the

Stark modulation potential. Even the symmetrical electrode

may cause guide noise, for the electrostatic stresses will tend

to set vibrations as shown in cross section in Fig. 9. The
division of power between the top and bottom sections of the

guide is in this way time dependent. The recombination of

these two fields on the far end of the cell will occur unperturbed
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only if the septum deflection differs in phase from the deflec-

tion of the input end of the septum by an amount, 27Tlv/va

radians, where v
g is the velocity of propagation, to account for

the finite propagation time of the radiation down the cell of

length /. Any other phase will give rise to a time dependent
mismatch which will modulate the transmitted radiation.

There is apparently no rational solution to this problem.

Fortunately, good cells can be made by maintaining a very

tight fit of dielectric, waveguide, and septum. The cell must

be kept clean of small particles of metal and dust. Tapering
the transition into the septum at the end of the septum, the

taper being at least one acoustic wavelength of the septum
vibration, has yielded suppression of the noise. This effect

also becomes less important with increasing Stark modulation

frequency. It seems certain that one generalization is true;

that if any Jess symmetric placement of the septum is made,

e.g., securing it to an insulating film placed on one broad wall

of the guide, a large increase in guide noise is to be expected.
The problem is aggravated by an increase in Stark potential.

For whatever comfort it may be, it may be said that relatively

noiseless cells have been made in the past by trial and error,

or by luck and they presumably will be made again in the

future.

There is no need to worry about electrical breakdown for

with the gas mean free path the order of the minimum guide
dimensions the field required for breakdown will be far above

that which will ever need to be used. To obtain the required





Fig. 10. Mica-lead vacuum seal
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field strength with a reasonable potential the cell dimensions

should not be chosen any more generously than is required
for resolution purposes.

Finally, a large cross-section cell will have a small intrinsic

attenuation due to wall losses. In short, if a cell is fashioned

to operate at the lowest frequency contemplated, then it will

have the properties desired at any higher frequency. The

optimum length will be very long and decrease with increasing

frequency (since yc increases with frequency). However a

convenient length, several metres, is a practical length since

beyond this length, increase in signal strength is paid for

dearly. The cell should be straight to have smooth trans-

mission at frequencies where more than one transmission mode
is possible. Tapers must be used to make a transition from the

usual TE01 mode in the waveguide characteristic of the source

and detector for a particular frequency interval, to the same
mode in the oversized sample cell. The taper angle should be

small, e.g.,
0-1 radians, so that higher modes excited at the

junction of the taper and the cell are of negligible amplitude.
Unless this is so the transfer characteristics of the cell will

fluctuate rapidly with frequency as the higher modes come into

resonance with the cell length.
The cell may be vacuum sealed with a thin mica sheet sealed

to the guide end flanges with wax. A seal capable of low

temperature cycling may be made by sealing the mica with

lead clamped in grooved flanges as shown in Fig. 10.

A 3-m length of J in. x 1 in. rectangular brass tubing
with a 0-020 in. thick brass septum and 0-060 in. polystyrene

insulating supports is suggested as a reasonable cell. The
evacuation port could be made with several J in. holes drilled

in a broad wall of the guide, feeding a single f in. brass tube,

which eventually connects to the vacuum system. The Stark

potential is brought in through a narrow wall of the guide

through a bead seal and then connected to one end of the

septum which is accessible before the mica windows are

installed.



CHAPTER XIII

DETECTORS

BOTH crystal diodes and barretters (or bolometers) which are

commercially available have been suggested as detectors.

From the point of view of sensitivity there is little to choose

between them. Crystals, because their noise spectrum follows

a - law are capable of use only with higher frequency absorp-

tion modulation, while barretters must be used with Stark

modulation frequencies below about 1 kc/s, because of their

thermal inertia. If a general statement governing the decision

for the use of either had to be made it could be that for

signal modulation frequencies below 1 kc/s a barretter should

be used while for modulation above 1 kc/s a crystal should be

used. A barretter is possibly to be preferred since its minimum

y is smaller than that for a crystal, and the optimum cell

length is considerably shorter. .. ,

Crystals are slightly more durable than sensitive bolometers,

which are permanently damaged by power the order of 5 to

30 mW. Crystals, however, are certainly more varied in their

properties than bolometers, so some effort must be made in

selecting "good" crystals on the basis of actual signal to noise

observations.

The actual type of crystal or barretter, and mount is

determined by the frequency region. Commercially available

mounts consist essentially of a holder of the sensitive element

and means for making d.c. connection to it, and means for

matching the R.F. power into the detector. Match is generally
achieved by a movable waveguide short circuit beyond the

detector, variable in position to provide reactive matching.
A screw variable in position along the guide and in depth of

penetration into the radiation field is placed ahead of the

detector to provide resistive matching. Such a mount can be

100



CHAPTER XIV

ELECTRONIC APPARATUS^

THIS chapter will concern itself with the associated equipments
such as amplifiers, presentation, Stark modulator, and power

supplies, that place little or no theoretical limitation on the

spectroscope but which involve nearly all the practical details

of building a reliable piece of equipment. The initial cost of

these units is not great compared with the continuing cost for

radiation sources and so great consideration should be given
to their overdesign to assure long, carefree service and easy
maintenance. ..>..*.,..-

A. Stark Modulator. It has been indicated before that

modulation of the absorption frequency by means of the Stark

effect provides a convenient means of identifying the absorp-
tion in the presence of interfering signals. By "interfering

signals" is meant the variation in detector output not due to

resonant gas absorption. Thus the source output may be

expected to vary slowly in a random fashion with time due to

small changes in the source input power, or room temperature
or pressure, etc. The detector output will also vary with time

if the source frequency is varied due to the variation of output

power with frequency, and due to the frequency dependent
transmission of the cell, and finally due to the frequency

sensitivity of the match into the detector. These variations

will all have frequency components related simply to the rate

at which the source is changed in frequency, as would the

absorption signal if it were not coded by the Stark effect.

The Stark modulation thus allows the absorption signal alone

to be converted to a higher frequency signal, preferably of

high enough frequency so that at conceivable frequency
variation rates the extraneous detector output will be negligible

compared to the true noise level. To avoid pickup from the

power lines the frequency should be less than the mains

frequency or at least ten times greater.
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An upper limit to a convenient Stark frequency is set by
two considerations. First, a modulation of the absorption

frequency has the effect of adding side frequencies or side

bands to an absorption line, separated from it by harmonics

ofthe modulating frequency. When the modulation frequency
is less than a frequency equal to the line breadth parameter
Av = (27rr)~

1
, the side bands are small in number and low in

amplitude so the net effect is to increase the line breadth by:

when //Av <^ 1. This consideration means that the modula-
tion fundamental should be at least less than one-fourth the

expected line breadth. Since a line breadth parameter A? of

60 kc/s is achieved by a 1 in. x | in. Stark cell, a Stark modula-
tion frequency of 15 kc/s or less should be considered. The

crystal diode would have to be used for a modulation fre-

quency as great as this, and it would be slightly better to use

it at a higher modulation frequency to achieve a better value

for the detector noise figure. The actual improvement is

small however and the large gain in resolution should

more than compensate for this loss. Note, too, that if a

Stark switching frequency of less than 1 kc/s is used with a

thermal detector no unnecessary loss in sensitivity need be

suffered. -.

"
-

Since the field must be either "on" or "off" in a square
wave fashion to allow perturbed lines to be established by a

unique field strength, the field should be established in a time

measured by about 1 per cent of the full on and off time. The
establishment of the field is represented electrically by the

charging ofa capacitor, C, to a potential V. The charging can-

not be resonant, i.e., sinusoidal, and hence it represents a

total loss of electrical energy per charge and discharge cycle
of CV2

. The power required is thus CV2
/, increasing propor-

tional to the charging frequency. The modulator must be

bulkier for higher switching frequencies. First, because it

must be able to charge the cell in a time of about 1/200/
1
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which signifies a peak current handling capacity of at least

200/CV. Second, it must supply energy at a rate of CV2
/

The actual design parameters might be taken as follows.

For the switch frequency, either 10 kc/s or 700 c/s could be

used for a crystal or barretter detector system, respectively.
The capacity of a 1 in. x J in. cell is about 200 /////per meter.

A voltage which may be readily and reasonably used is about

2500V.

Fortunately, hydrogen thyratrons are available for use as

triggered switch tubes for switching frequencies less than

15 kc/s. These tubes allow a considerable gain in efficiency

and simplicity over hard tubes.

A typical design would thus consist of a multivibrator

whose two anode signals are separately differentiated to yield
two separate sources of positive pulses which are spaced 180

apart. These pulses are used to trigger two normally quiescent

blocking oscillators to generate large pulses at a low impedance
level. When these pulses are stretched to a few microseconds

length, they may be used as triggers for thyratron switch

tubes. A particular circuit is shown in Fig. 11. At switch

frequencies above 1 5 kc/s, the thyratrons must be replaced by
hard tubes, since the long hydrogen de-ionization time does

not allow potentials to be applied to the thyratron sooner

than about 20 //sec after it has conducted its switching current.

The circuit is readily adapted at higher frequencies through the

use of hard tubes as switching elements. The necessary larger

pulse grid drive voltages for hard tubes are much less con-

venient than the simple triggering pulses for thyratrons.
B. Amplifier. The signal amplifier may be considered as

composed of two elements. The first is the input network, and

the second is the interstage coupling filters. The input network

must be designed to transform the detector impedance into an

impedance at the input grid of the first amplifier tube such that

the minimum additional shot noise is introduced by the first

stage of the amplifier. For amplifiers of less than 1 Mc/s this

is accomplished simply by transforming the detector impedance
to as high a value as possible at the input grid. More precisely,

for an input to a triode with a transconductance of gm the
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detector impedance should be large compared to 3/^w ohms,
the equivalent shot noise resistance of a triode.

With a barretter having the usual 200-ohm resistance the

input circuit is most suitably a high step-up audio transformer.

Excellent audio transformers with approximately 200-ohm

primaries and several tens or hundreds of kilohm secondaries

are available. The transformer should be well shielded to

prevent magnetic pickup of extraneous signals.

For crystals a simple transformer is not suitable since

the source impedance varies violently with operating level.

With a few microwatts incident on the crystal the source

impedance will be about 10,000 ohm, while with a milliwatt

incident on the detector the impedance will be around

300 ohm. As a simple solution the crystal may be worked

directly into the grid of a triode with reasonably high^.//t
. At

microwatt levels the crystal impedance is so large that a

suitable triode will introduce no appreciable noise. At milli-

watt levels the crystal impedance is so low that the first

amplifier stage would introduce considerable additional noise

compared to a noiseless crystal. However, since the crystal
noise level is anomalously high at milliwatt levels, the first

stage shot noise will not be noticed. More elegantly, a series

resonant LC circuit may be used to step up the variable

crystal impedance to a consistently high level. The crystal and

grid terminal must be by-passed to ground for d.c. currents.

This is best accomplished by using a toroidal inductance of an

impedance in excess of 10,000 ohm at the signal frequency
with a d.c. resistance less than 100 ohm.

The amplifier interstage filter network is most conveniently
made using a twin-T feedback circuit. This arrangement is

free from pickup difficulties and is simply made. Simple
twin-T's have a ratio of centre frequency to band pass width

of about 10. Thus a barretter amplifier at 600 c/s is con-

veniently made 60 c/s wide, while a crystal amplifier at

6000 c/s is about 600 c/s wide. We shall see later that these

widths are sufficient to allow an absorption to be swept

through at a rate of several times a second with no appreci-
able distortion. Such a width is convenient for absorption
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coefficients the order of 10~6 cm~1 and larger, yet they are

quite broad enough to allow a considerable drift of the signal
modulation frequency with no significant loss in signal out-

put. A typical amplifier design is shown in Fig. 12.

To observe smaller absorption coefficients the amplifier
bandwidth must be further narrowed. Narrowing the primary

amplifier would require critical circuitry and rigorous control

of the Stark modulation frequency. Hence further narrowing
is best accomplished by transforming the signal to zero fre-

quency with a linear homodyne detector which uses a sample
of the Stark modulation potential as a beat signal. This type
of detector is variously described as a phase detector, zero beat

detector, linear demodulator, or synchronous detector. The

signal may now be narrowed in a stable fashion using an RC
filter. The capacitor only need be changed to vary the effective

bandwidth of the unit.

Some care must be taken to make a stable, linear homodyne
detector. For a large bandwidth reduction the resulting
filtered signal near D.C. will be small. This follows since the

detector cannot be operated linearly with r.m.s. voltages
above about 1 V. Thus with a bandwidth reduction of 1000,

e.g.,
from 600 c/s wide to 0-6 c/s wide, the filtered noise signal

will be less than (1000)* of the input when allowance is made
for detector loss. This is less than 30 mV of nearly d.c.

signal, hence a detector stability of better than 0-1 mV is a

necessity.
After filtering, the signal and noise arc best amplified by ;i

chopper amplifier since it is stable and the signal after ampli-
fication is conveniently applied to an oscilloscope, using a.c.

coupling. The signal modulated chopper carrier has the

further advantage of instantaneously defining the oscilloscope
zero base line about which it is symmetrical. Following this

amplification the signal may be synchronously detected again
in the chopper and the resulting D.C. used to drive a recording
milliammeter. A typical circuit for this dc-re-dc-modulation

unit is shown in Fig. 13. In this unit the gain is switched with

the bandwidth determining capacitor so that the r.m.s. noise

voltage output is a constant.
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C. Power Supplies. Electronically regulated power supplies
for klystrons, amplifiers, and demodulation units will not be

described. Their design is standard but it cannot be over

emphasized that every care should be taken to make them

hum-free to within a millivolt, and free from corona. Over

design for carefree operation is certainly a wise investment.

D. Frequency Measurement. The apparatus for frequency
determination will not be discussed. The methods and
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suitability are much too varied to allow a cursory discussion.

The instruments vary from the simplest resonant cavity to the

most complicated quartz crystal oscillator secondary fre-

quency standards. The problem in design here is not of a

technical nature but purely one of maximizing precision and

facility with the available funds.

E. Sweep Generators. Saw-tooth potentials to sweep

electronically the source klystron in frequency may be

generated with a blocking oscillator circuit as shown in Fig. 14.

This circuit yields a very linear sweep at low repetition rates

with reasonable resistors and capacitors.
It is well to indicate how the sweep rates are determined by

the signal bandwidth. The signal bandwidth B is determined
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by the R-C filter as B = Tr/RC. Taking RC -==
r, with an

input of v,(t), the output across C is:

i -T ''

- e
T

\
er v

t(t')dt
f

. . (XIV.2)

In sweeping through a resonant absorption linearly with

time the input voltage is written:

,(/)
- V/ I (XIV. 3)

where / is the time of passing through the peak, V, A/ is the

half width of the line in time. The solution of (XIV.2) and

(XIV. 3) may be carried out numerically and is shown in Fig.

15. For A/ > r the time shift of the line peak is RC. The

frequency shift is thus:

dv
r"" T

*
dv .

,

where is the sweep constant.

Since vQ(t) must have a maximum where it crosses v
2(t) this

time shift causes a loss in amplitude which is second order in

RC. Finally, since the integrated filtered signal is independent
of RC, this loss in amplitude causes an apparent line

broadening.
A rule of thumb for negligible distortion is to sweep

through an absorption line in about 20 to 50 filter time

constants.
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APPENDIX I

TABLE OF REDUCED ENERGY

(Reprinted by permission of G. W. King, R. M. Hainer

and P. C. Cross, and the American Institute of Physics,

from "The Journal of Chemical Physics" 11, 27 (1943),

17, 826 (1949))

THE asymmetry parameter K (2b a c)/(a r), where

a, b, c equal /i/87rl fl , ///87r'
2
[& , ///87r'

2
r,.,

and a > h ~. c.

Reduced energies for < K ^ 1 may be obtained from the

table by use of the relation E/
T
(/c) E_/( -

K).

Rotational energy levels are given by

W7-'(a, b, c} - [(a
-

r)/2]J(J
--

I)//
-

[(a
-

c)/2]ET
J
(ic)A
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APPENDIX II

LINE STRENGTHS

(Reprinted with permission of P. C. Cross, R. M. Hainer
and G. W. King, and the American Institute of Physics,

from "TheJournalofChemicalPhysics, 12, 222-235 (1944))

LINE strengths times 104 . First two columns on the left use

top sign for /c; last two columns on the right use bottom sign.
(J, T| Aff |

J', r') is given by entries with P, Q, R for J' = J -
1,

J, J -!- 1 respectively:
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\. <J and c prolate-aml-obKue bub-branchei.
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APPENDIX III

ROTATIONAL MAGNETIC MOMENT
MATRIX ELEMENTS

ROTATIONAL magnetic moment matrix elements on the space-
fixed Z(M) axis.

1 . General Molecule

(J, K, M|//Z |J, K, M)

' cS yy K2

-r^r- -
2

f
J(j4

z~ - -
O " v

~T

. _K
1

J(J+T)

(J f K f M|/4Z|J,K-|-1 f M) =
[J(J

4J(J -h 1)

(J, K, M|//Z |J,
K + 2, M)

M i~
//oM

"
IKKj- 2)]}*

iV +,&,*]}

(J, K, M|/ Z |J I- 1, K, M)

_
2(J+l)l

X

UJ+1X2J
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(J,K, M|/^|J-i 1,K1), M)

J_ [(J
I
K

! 1)(J i: K | 2)[(J -I I)
2 - M2

])'
T "

2(J-|-1) I (2J+ D(2J 13) j

x {- K(/vX2 =tfc)
- (K

-| (J -h K)(^ ^,) + (J :t: K

,K, M// X |J i:i,K

|(J J: K)(J -1 K i 1)(J J: K H 2)(J _L K -| 3)[(J f If

2. Special Cases

A. Linear Rotor (ground bending vibrational state) : z refers

to nuclear axis, thus gfx
-- #, gS3

-- 0,

(J, M^/JJ, M) - // M^.,;

5. Symmetric Rotor: z refers to symmetry axis, thus

. (T

(J, K, M|/i.z J, K, M) = //oMfe,, + (^ z
-

<?,,)K
2
/J(J I- 1)}

(J, K, M|//v|J + 1, K, M)

-^,) f[(J + l)
a - K2

][(J (- I)
2 - M 2

]]^

(J + l) I (2Ji-l)(2J|3) j

Note: the total matrix may be constructed from its hermi-

tian property. The v/s are dimensionless and defined by

gag'
=

where
//

is the nuclear magnetron, // en/2Mpc.
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Absorption coefficient
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Non-resonant, 74

Angular momentum
Electronic, 57

General, 2

Spin, 37, 75

Vibrational, 19, 21

CENTRIFUGAL distortion

General, 28

Linear rotor, 29

Symmetric top, 29

Commutation relations

Angular momentum, 2

Coordinate, 34

Direction cosine, 3

Harmonic oscillator, 21

Spin, 33, 78

Continued fraction expansion,

13, 23, 46, 58, 85

Conversion gain, 90

DENSITY matrix, 64

Diagonalizing transformation,
15

ELECTRICAL breakdown, 98

Electric dipole moment
General, 45, 64

Nuclear, 31

Symmetric top, 48

Energy
General, 1

Quadrupole, 32

Reduced, 7, lib

12,

13-

i Energy (contd.)

Rotational, 2,, 17

! and electronic, 57, 59, 62

!

and spin, 76

]

and vibrational, 21

i Spin-spin, 76-77

Vibrational, 20, 22, 82

I FREQUENCY stabilizer, 94

/<, asymmetry factor, 6

I

LINE breadth, 71, 73, 95, 103

Line strength, 41, 50, 72, 122

MA IRIX elements

Angular momentum, 3, 5, 16, 17

Coordinate, 34

Direction cosines, 4

Harmonic oscillator, 22, 82

Hindering potential, 82-84

Reduced energy, 7, 10, 15

Rotational energy, 5-7

Spin, 78

Symmetrizing transformation, 9

Molecular susceptibility, 65

NOISE

Amplifier, 90, 104

Detector, 90

Guide, 96

Oscillator, 89

RECIPROCAL moment of inertia,

6, 26, 27, 63

Relative intensities, components
Quadrupole, 43

Stark, 74

Zeeman, 74
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SATURATION of absorption, 73

Secular determinant. 9, 79, 80, 83

Selection rules, 43, 51, 52, 61, 73,

74, 80, 85, 86

Stark effect

Degeneracies, 47, 48

General, 47

Higher order terms, 53

Stark effect (contd.)

Linear rotor, 49

Symmetric top, 48

Sweep rate, 111, 112

T, rotational slate index, 17, 18

WIGNER coefficients, 37
















